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Abstract 
Multiple Event Triggers In Linear Covariance 
Analysis For Orbital Rendezvous 
by 
Adam M. Sievers 
Linear covariance analysis is a powerful tool for spacecraft rendezvous analysis and 
design. This methodology is capable of generating results which compare well with 
the results of a Monte Carlo simulation while requiring dramatically less computation 
time. The introduction of multiple events triggered on state conditions causes dis-
crepancies between the linear covariance analysis and theoretical results. This thesis 
introduces techniques for applying multiple event triggers to linear covariance analy-
sis. The proposed technique is validated by comparison with a Monte Carlo simulation 
involving 1000 runs. The trajectories generated by the Monte Carlo simulation are 
compared to the 2>a trajectory dispersions from linear covariance analysis. Further, 
the Monte Carlo simulation navigation filter and the linear covariance analysis on-
board covariance matrices are examined in detail. A time of arrival dispersion analysis 
is performed for each event trigger and an event near the end of the trajectory. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
On December 15, 1965 the crew of Gemini VI performed the first rendezvous in space 
between their spacecraft and their fellow astronauts in Gemini VII [1]. Ever since 
this time, orbital rendezvous has been an integral part of space missions. 
President John F. Kennedy's vision to put a man on the moon gave birth to 
two National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) programs, Gemini and 
Apollo. One of the major goals of Project Gemini was to establish techniques for the 
spacecraft to rendezvous and dock with another space vehicle, an activity that would 
be required for future manned space missions [2]. The program accomplished this 
goal at 2:33 PM ET on December 15, 1965. The crew of Gemini VI, Walter Schirra 
and Thomas Stafford, reached within 40 meters of Frank Borman and James Lovell 
aboard Gemini VII, performing the first successful rendezvous. Neil Armstrong and 
David Scott preformed first successful docking on March 16, 1966 when their Gemini 
VII spacecraft docked with an Agena target vehicle [3]. 
The baseline mission for Gemini's orbital rendezvouses used an Atlas rocket to 
launch an unmanned Agena target vehicle into a 298 km circular orbit. The Agena 
vehicle was controlled on-orbit via the radar command link onboard Gemini or by 
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ultra high frequency command link from mission control [4]. After being launched 
aboard a Titan launch vehicle, the Gemini spacecraft was inserted into a coelliptic 
orbit 28 km below the target [5]. In a coelliptic orbit, the chaser maintains a constant 
relative altitude to the target. When the relative elevation angle reached 27.2 degrees 
the crew executed the terminal phase initiation (TPI) maneuver, starting the intercept 
trajectory with the target vehicle [1]. Figure 1.1 shows this trajectory. The figures in 
this section are courtesy of David Woffinden and David Geller [6]. 
Figure 1.1: Gemini Orbital Rendezvous Trajectory [6] 
The goal of the Apollo program to put a man on the moon was the original 
motivation for NASA developing the capabilities for orbital rendezvous. On July 20, 
1969 this objective was realized when Neil Armstrong first walked on the moon [7]. 
For Apollo, the most important orbital rendezvous occurred in lunar orbit when 
the lunar module (LM) lifted off the moon's surface to reunite with the command 
service module (CSM). This rendezvous trajectory was an adaptation of the coelliptic 
technique successfully preformed by Gemini missions. 
The Apollo lunar rendezvous mission is illustrated in Figure 1.2 and laid out in 
reference [8]. Seventy seconds before the LM departed the lunar surface, the CSM 
passed over the landing site in a 110 km circular orbit. The LM lift-off time was 
Figure 1.2: Apollo Lunar Rendezvous Trajectory [6] 
calculated by ground control. When the LM reached an altitude approximately 18 
km off the moon (Point A), the thrusters fired for a maneuver designed to insert the 
vehicle into a coelliptic orbit 28 km below the CSM. As with the Gemini missions, the 
relative elevation between the chaser and target is the trigger for when the terminal 
phase injection burn occurs. For Apollo this angle was 26.6 degrees, an angle selected 
because it allowed visual reference in case of emergency. The Apollo lunar rendezvous 
sequence completed nearly 3.5 hours after the LM left the moon. 
After the Apollo program ended in 1975, the Space Shuttle became the vehicle to 
take American astronauts into space. The first orbital flight of the new Space Shuttle 
Orbiter, Endeavor, occurred on April 12, 1981. From June 1983 to August 2005, 57 
Space Shuttle missions have had at least one rendezvous or proximity operations ob-
jective. Shuttle experiences with orbital rendezvous are meticulously documented [9]. 
Figure 1.3 shows a typical Shuttle rendezvous scenario. Docking with the Interna-
tional Space Station (ISS) is a common mission for the Space Shuttle. Mission control 
calculates the maneuvers required to position the Shuttle 74 km from the station. At 
this point the guidance, navigation, and control (GN&C) system onboard the Shut-
tle takes over. The maneuver at Point A is calculated by the onboard computer to 
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Figure 1.3: Space Shuttle Orbiter Rendezvous Trajectory [6] 
put the orbiter approximately 15 km behind and 350 m above the target. The TPI 
maneuver is executed when the Shuttle reaches a downrange distance of 15 km. The 
burn performed here (Point B), initiates the Shuttle on a path for one of two final 
approaches. The R-bar approach begins at Point C and the V-bar starts at Point D. 
Thrusters are fired so that the spacecraft hops along the desired axis. The type of 
approach selected is determined by the requirements of each mission [6, 10]. Follow-
ing the Space Shuttle Columbia accident an additional maneuver was added to the 
rendezvous trajectory flown by the Shuttle to the ISS. When the Shuttle is 183 meters 
below the station, the orbiter performs a 360 degree pitch maneuver so that the crew 
aboard the ISS can inspect the tiles on the wing leading edge and underside [11]. 
This is another example of a maneuver triggered by an event. 
To achieve a successful rendezvous, accurate estimates of the spacecraft position 
and velocity are required. The process of determining and maintaining knowledge 
of the spacecraft states is often completed by an onboard navigation system using a 
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Kalman filter. 
Kalman filtering is a form of recursive optimal state estimation. It can be derived 
as either a minimum-variance estimator or a maximum-likelihood estimator. Kalman 
filters are often used in aerospace applications and more information about develop-
ment and filter derivations can be found in references [12, 13, 14, 15, 16]. Filters differ 
from both smoothers and predictors. A smoother estimates the state at a previous 
time using all data available at the current time and a predictor estimates the state 
at a future time. A filter processes measurements and estimates the state using both 
present and past data [17]. 
State equations and measurements, for the discrete Kalman filter, are assumed to 
be linear. That is 
Xfc+i = $feX f c+W f c , (1.1) 
zfc = Hfexfc + v f e , (1.2) 
where x^ is the state vector, <frfc is the state transition matrix relating the current state 
vector to the next state vector, w^ is the system process noise, z^ is the measurement 
vector, Hfc is the measurement sensitivity matrix, and v^ is the measurement noise. 
The process noise vector is assumed to be uncorrelated with the measurement noise 
and both are zero mean, white noise random processes. The covariance matrices 
associated with the process noise and measurement noise are denoted by Q& and Rfc. 
The filter is unbiased, the initial state estimate is assumed to be the expected value 
of the initial state vector, 
E{x 0 } = x0. (1.3) 
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The estimated state vector is propagated using the state transition matrix 
Xfc+i = $fcx+ , (1.4) 
where + indicates that the estimated state has been updated with a measurement 
at the current time (k) and — indicates that the state has not been updated. The 
estimation error is defined as the difference between the state vector and updated 
state estimation vector, 
e+ = xfc - x+. (1.5) 
The estimation error at the next time (k + 1) is 
e /c+l = Xfc+1 ~~ Xfc+1 
= (#fcxfc + wfc) - $fcx^ 
= $ f c e++w f c (1.6) 
The estimation error covariance matrix is 
"fe+i = ^ | e fc+ i e fe+ i j * 
= E | ($fce+ + wfc) ($fce+ + w f c ) r } 
= * f c P + ^ + Qfc. (1.7) 
The estimated state vector is updated using a measurement 
*fc = ** + Kfc (zfc - H fex,-). (1.8) 
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The estimated error covariance is also updated after a measurement 
P+ = (I - KfcHfc) P ^ (I - K f cH f cf + KfcRfcKfc , (1.9) 
where K& is the optimal Kalman gain which is given by 
Kk = Pfc"H£ (HfcPfc-Hf + R , ) - 1 . (1.10) 
Summarizing the sequence of equations above, Kalman filtering is a two-step pro-
cess consisting of a propagation step and an update step. Table 1.1 shows the main 
equations of both steps. 
Propagation Step 
Update Step Kfc = P ^ H n H ^ E E + R*)"1 
** = xfc + Kfc (yk - Hfcxfc) 
Pfc = (I — KfcHfc) Pk (I — KfcHfc) + KfcRfcKfc 
Table 1.1: Summary of Kalman Filter Equations 
The optimal linear filter summarized in Table 1.1 can be extended to nonlinear (non-
optimal) systems [14]. This application will be discussed in Section 2.2.2 and Sec-
tion 4.2. 
Linear covariance analysis (LinCov) techniques produce results nearly as accurate 
as results from a Monte Carlo simulation in a fraction of the time. The sample 
statistics from many Monte Carlo runs are replaced with propagated statistics from a 
single LinCov run. For the rendezvous trajectory scenario examined in this thesis, a 
single LinCov run is completed in two-thirds of the time required for a single Monte 
Carlo run. This disparity makes LinCov particularly useful during the trade study 
phase of the design process. Linear covariance analysis will be discussed in greater 
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depth in Section 2.2. 
When using linear covariance analysis, events such as maneuvers are generally 
triggered at specific times. However, events, such as maneuvers, changes in vehicle 
attitude, and use of sensors, can be triggered by certain conditions of estimated 
position or velocity. In these cases, an event trigger, rather than a time trigger, is 
used. In many orbital rendezvous missions the TPI maneuver is triggered when the 
relative position of the chaser and target vehicles reach a predetermined value. As 
previously discussed, the three United States manned spaceflight programs (Gemini, 
Apollo, and Shuttle) where spacecraft rendezvoused with target vehicles used at least 
one event trigger. As the scope and size of space operations continues to increase, 
the number of event triggers may increase as well. 
The techniques for applying an event trigger to LinCov were introduced in a pa-
per authored by Geller, Rose, and Woffinden [18]. For state driven events, such as 
initiating a maneuver based on a range or elevation trigger, the theoretical develop-
ments in [18] provide a method to capture the effects on the trajectory dispersions 
and navigation errors. A range trigger initiates a maneuver when the chaser reaches 
a specified range from the target. With an elevation-angle trigger, the maneuver oc-
curs when the apparent elevation of the target reaches a predetermined value. The 
authors apply a single event trigger to the final maneuver of a spacecraft docking sce-
nario. However, when extending these techniques for multiple event triggers, LinCov 
no longer accurately represents the actual errors. 
A spacecraft in low earth orbit (LEO) travels at speeds near 7 km/s. Traveling 
a few seconds in LEO translates to covering thousands of meters. When an event 
is triggered by means other than time, a difference exists between the time when 
the nominal event occurs and when the event actually happens. This time difference 
causes the dispersions between the nominal inertial state and true inertial state to 
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grow very large. During the terminal phases of rendezvous and docking the relative 
errors are on the order of centimeters, while the inertial dispersions are on the order of 
kilometers. If rendezvous trajectory utilizes multiple event triggers or the simulation 
has a long duration, the problem above is compounded and the inertial dispersions 
can grow excessively large causing two significant problems. First, having large iner-
tial dispersions may violate the linearization assumptions of LinCov and compromise 
the accuracy of the results. Second, numerical instabilities arise when large inertial 
dispersions are used to compute very accurate relative dispersions. These instabilities 
can occur during the simulation of the final approach phase of an orbital rendezvous 
mission when accurate relative navigation sensors and frequent maneuvers signifi-
cantly reduce the relative trajectory dispersions. The problem is compounded by 
the fact that LinCov carries covariance matrices on the order of the square of the 
dispersions rather than the actual dispersions. 
Currently each variable is a 64 bit double and holds 15 decimal places. Switching 
from a 64 bit floating number to a 128 bit floating number would eliminate the 
problem of numerical instabilities for the current rendezvous scenario, but this not 
always possible using standard commercial software. However, this solution only 
pushes the problem to a future time. For a rendezvous trajectory lasting weeks, 
months, or even years, in the case of interplanetary travel, it is safe to assume that 
multiple event triggers would be used. The additional time and number of event 
triggers would compound the problem requiring larger variable storage. Although 
increasing the amount of memory available may postpone addressing the problem 
well into the future, this solution is only a stop-gap measure. 
Square root filters [15, 19] are another option but would add to the level of sim-
ulation complexity and require more computations. Although square root filters are 
theoretically attractive and exhibit improved numerical precision, using this kind of 
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filter does not conform to theory or previous application of linear covariance analysis. 
A simulation using only relative states instead of inertial states and propagating using 
Clohessy-Wiltshire equations would add significant complexity to the simulation. Ei-
ther of these solutions would require significant modification to LinCov. Significantly 
changing LinCov is not the goal. A solution that can be implemented with minimal 
alteration to the existing theory is preferable. 
Achieving a successful rendezvous between two spacecraft requires that the vehi-
cles are in close proximity to each other. However, this is not the only requirement. 
Certain lighting or beta angle conditions, the beta angle being the angle between the 
target orbital plane and the sun, can also be requirements. Inertial dispersions can 
be used to guarantee these conditions. However, the allowable inertial dispersions are 
difficult to define, since the nominal rendezvous trajectory is generally expressed in 
in terms of relative motion rather than in terms of dual inertial motion. The same 
information can be obtained through an analysis of times of arrival. 
Engineers working on spacecraft guidance, navigation, and control systems are in-
terested in applying multiple event triggers to design tools for rendezvous trajectories. 
The primary focus of this thesis is to investigate applying multiple event triggers to 
linear covariance analysis for orbital rendezvous. The thesis introduces techniques for 
applying multiple event triggers, performs a thorough comparison of the results with 
results from a Monte Carlo simulation over a long rendezvous scenario, and includes 
an analysis of arrival times. 
Chapter 2 introduces the Monte Carlo and linear covariance analysis methods. 
Further, this chapter develops the mathematical equations which govern the linear 
covariance analysis method. Chapter 3 describes the environment and sensor models 
utilized by Monte Carlo and linear covariance analysis for the problem of multiple 
event triggers along a rendezvous trajectory. This chapter also discusses the process of 
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applying a single event trigger and the proposed techniques for applying multiple event 
triggers. Chapter 4 describes a particular trajectory on which multiple event triggers 
are implemented and discusses the guidance, navigation, and control algorithms. The 
results of applying the proposed techniques to linear covariance analysis are validated 
in Chapter 5. This chapter also includes a thorough comparison of linear covariance 
analysis and Monte Carlo simulation results and a time of arrival analysis. Chapter 6 
provides a closure and introduces topics for future work. 
Chapter 2 
Simulation Methods 
This chapter introduces the methods used to address the issue of spacecraft ren-
dezvous with multiple event triggers. The Monte Carlo method and linear covariance 
analysis are discussed. 
2.1 Monte Carlo Method 
The Monte Carlo method is a general numerical technique used by a wide range of 
engineering disciplines to analyze the behavior of complex systems. Problems are 
solved through random sampling and simulation of random variables [20]. The most 
basic form of a Monte Carlo simulation consists of one trial solution with at least 
one random variable in the mathematical model. The simulation consists of N trials 
with different realizations for the random variables in each trial. The results from 
each trial are saved and statistical analysis is performed on the set of results. The 
number of trials determines the accuracy of the statistics computed. The error in 
these calculations is proportional to TJD/N where D is a constant and iV is the 
number of trials. This means to improve the statistics by a factor of 10 it is necessary 
12 
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to increase TV by a factor of 100 [21]. This example illustrates a disadvantage of 
Monte Carlo analysis. Depending on the complexity of the system being modeled, 
simulations can take hours or even days to run on powerful computers in order to 
generate meaningful statistical results. More information on general Monte Carlo 
techniques can be found in references [22, 23]. 
The problem of orbital rendezvous can be modeled and simulated using a Monte 
Carlo simulation. The initial position, velocity, attitude, and attitude rate of both 
chaser and target vehicles and the errors of actuators and sensors are modeled as 
random variables that have different realizations for each trial. Each of the states 
is propagated along the rendezvous trajectory. After N trials, statistical analysis is 
performed on the states to determine means, 
1 N 
and standard deviations, 
1 N 
\ i=i 
where x is a single state, \xx is the mean of the state, and ax is the standard deviation 
of the state [24]. Additional examples of aerospace applications using Monte Carlo 
techniques can be seen in [25, 26]. 
2.2 Linear Covariance Analysis 
Linear covariance analysis is another class of techniques used to model complex sys-
tems. LinCov generates approximately the same statistical results as Monte Carlo 
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analysis in a single trial. The nonlinear dynamic equations used in the Monte Carlo 
simulation are linearized about a reference or nominal trajectory. The overriding 
assumption of this method is that the actual trajectory is close to the nominal tra-
jectory. The actual states are not propagated, instead the covariance matrices of 
the states are propagated using the linearized equations. LinCov techniques are only 
accurate when the deviations between the actual and reference trajectories are small. 
If the deviations grow too large, the linear equations no longer approximate the dy-
namics successfully. Because of this limitation, linear covariance techniques will not 
replace Monte Carlo simulations, but they do offer similar results at a fraction of the 
computational cost. 
2.2.1 State Descriptions 
The rendezvous model used for LinCov carries covariance matrices derived from three 
distinct collections of state variables: a reference or nominal state, the actual space 
vehicle dynamics, and the vehicle dynamics calculated by the simulated onboard 
computer. Figure 2.1 illustrates the differences between the three state types. Each 
line represents a trajectory based on the corresponding state. The truth model is the 
best representation of the actual space environment. The true or environment state 
is not known during the actual mission. The filter model represents the dynamics 
modeled by the onboard computer. It is the best estimate of the true state and is 
also called the estimated or navigation state. The final state, the nominal, represents 
where the vehicle would be if it had perfect knowledge and control of the space 
environment. It is a reference state computed a priori that ensures a trajectory that 
meets the mission objectives. 
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Entry Interface 
Truth State 
Nominal State 
Filter State 
[ Earth j 
«=-_> Environment Dispersions 
.fwj, Navigation Dispersions 
<• > Navigation Errors 
Figure 2.1: Illustration of LinCov States 
An example described by Crouse helps to show the differences between each of the 
states [27]. In Figure 2.1, three trajectories are approaching Earth for reentry. The 
nominal trajectory at entry interface (EI) is a safe course that will allow the crew to 
land safely. If the true trajectory is dispersed too far from the nominal, the vehicle 
will either skip off the atmosphere or reenter at too steep of an angle and burn up. 
In both cases the trajectory must be altered to correct the environment dispersions. 
This change is made by a maneuver. The navigation state is an estimate of the 
true state by the onboard computer. Sensor measurements reduce the navigation 
error, the difference between the true and filter states. If the navigation error is 
large, the vehicle is far from where the onboard computer thinks it is located. The 
maneuvers performed to correct to the nominal trajectory could result in unsafe 
courses. Navigation dispersions are the differences between the estimated and nominal 
states. As with environment dispersions, navigation dispersions are corrected with 
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maneuvers. Table 2.1 summarizes the three state types used in LinCov. 
State 
Truth State 
Environment State 
Filter State 
Navigation State 
Estimated State 
Nominal State 
Reference State 
Variable 
X 
X 
X 
Description 
Where the spacecraft 
is located 
Where the spacecraft 
thinks it is located 
Where the spacecraft 
should be located 
Table 2.1: LinCov State Names and Descriptions 
2.2.2 Mathemat ics of Linear Covariance Analysis 
This section presents the mathematical foundation for linear covariance analysis. The 
propagation and update equations are developed for the nominal state, the augmented 
covariance matrix, and the onboard covariance matrix. Models for sensor measure-
ments and maneuvers are discussed along with event triggers for maneuver firings. 
Additional information about LinCov and other applications using this technique can 
be found in [28, 29, 30]. 
2.2.2.1 State Dynamics and Propagation Equations 
Each of the collections of state variables include vehicle state variables and error 
state variables. The error state variables include biases, misalignments, and Markov 
processes that are introduced from the environment, sensor, or actuator models. The 
nominal state serves as the reference trajectory for dynamics and measurements. This 
state is not corrupted with noise or updated with measurements. The components of 
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the nominal state are 
x = [ f * vl qc u,hc f\ vj q t d>jf , (2.3) 
the inertial position, inertial velocity, inertial to body attitude quaternion, and at-
titude rate in the body frame for both the chaser and target vehicles. In Equation 
(2.3), superscript i represents the Earth centered inertial (ECI) frame, superscript b 
represents the body coordinate frame, subscript c represents the chaser, and subscript 
t the target. The model for the nominal state is 
x = f ( x , t ) . (2-4) 
The model for the truth dynamics is similar to the model used to propagate the 
nominal state with the addition of process noise. This process noise accounts for 
unmodeled dynamics that exist in the actual environment but are not included in the 
environment model. 
x = f ( x , u , £ ) + w ( * ) , (2.5) 
where w (t) is a white noise random process with zero mean and 
u = g ( x , x , y , i ) + ^ ( i ) , (2.6) 
is the model for continuous attitude control. In Equation (2.6), v(t) is the control 
error and y is the measurement model for angular velocity described in Equation 
(2.17). The spectral density of the process noise is Q.s (£), 
E{w(i )} = 0 , (2.7) 
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E{w(t)w(r)T} = Q a ( t )5( t -T) , (2.8) 
where E denotes expected value and S(t — r ) is the Dirac delta function [31]. 
Dispersions are defined as the difference between a given state and the nominal 
state. Environment dispersions are defined as 
<5x = x — x (2.9) 
which is the difference between the true and nominal states. The actual dispersions 
are not calculated and carried in LinCov. Instead, the covariances of the dispersions 
are used, 
P = E{5x<5x r}. (2.10) 
The nonlinear truth dynamics equations are linearized about the nominal trajectory 
using Taylor series expansion and neglecting higher order terms (H.O.T.). Specifically, 
&x = x — x 
f (x, u,t)+w (t) - f (x, u, t) 
f ( x , u , i ) + - ( x - x ) + - • | ( x_x) + | ( f t - x ) + ^i(*) + W ( * ) 
+ H . O . T . - f ( x , u , t ) + w ( i ) 
= FJx + F u G x £ x + F u G*£x + w(t) + FuG„r/(t) + Fuv{t) , (2.11) 
where 
F = * x
 — ^ 
ox 
F _ df_. dg 
a u ax 
G< dg G„ = | . (2.12) 
The true state dynamics partial derivative matrix (A) is used to propagate the envi-
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ronment dispersion covariance matrix 
P = A P + P A T + Q , (2.13) 
where 
A = FX + F U G X , (2.14) 
and 
Q = Qs + FuGvE{r1r}T}GlFl + FuE{vvT}Fl, (2.15) 
using the linear variance equation [14]. 
The model for the filter dynamics is slightly different than the model for the truth 
dynamics 
x = f ( x , y , t ) . (2.16) 
The filter state does not have a variable for the chaser attitude rate. This angular 
velocity value is taken directly from the gyroscope measurement, 
y = w = c(x,5M) + T7(t). (2.17) 
Navigation dispersions are defined as 
5x = x - x , (2.18) 
which is the difference between the estimated and nominal states. The covariances of 
the navigation dispersions are 
P = E{SxS±T}. (2.19) 
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The filter dynamics equations are linearized about the nominal trajectory using Taylor 
series expansion and neglecting higher order terms in the same manner as Equation 
(2.11). That is, 
<5x = x — x 
= f (x,w,<) - f (x ,w, t ) 
= f ( x , u M ) + — ( x - x ) + ^ 3c 
<9x x - x 
+ H.O.T. - f (x ,d> ,*) 
= F*5x + F y C x 5 x + F y C x £ x + Fy?7(i) , 
dc_ 
<9x 
x - x ) + 77(i) 
(2.20) 
where 
die 
F - 9 f - C 
<9x 
dc 
&x 
(2.21) 
The filter state dynamics partial derivative matrix (A) is used to propagate the 
navigation dispersion covariance matrix 
P = A P + P A T + Q , (2.22) 
where 
A = F x + F y C x , (2.23) 
and 
Q = F y E { r 7 r 7 r } F ? . (2.24) 
To propagate and update the environment and navigation dispersions at the same 
time a new vector is defined. The augmented state vector holds both the environment 
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and navigation dispersions, 
u
-
A
-aug — 
£x 
and is propagated using the equation 
O^-aug -^-augOX-aug i 
w + FuGvr] + Fuv 
with 
*-aug 
F x + FUGX FXGX 
FyCX F x + FyCX 
The augmented covariance matrix is defined as 
"aug — -^ \VxaugdXaugJ ~ 
which is propagated using the equation 
p _ A p _i_ p A r 4-
•*• aug -n-aug1- aug T^ -*• aug-^-aug ' 
P P<5x<5x 
P * x 5 x P 
Q 0 
0 Q 
(2.25) 
(2.26) 
(2.27) 
(2.28) 
(2.29) 
The final covariance matrix carried in LinCov is the navigation error or onboard 
covariance matrix. The navigation error is defined as the difference between the truth 
and filter states, 
e = x - x , (2.30) 
which can be rewritten as difference between the environment and navigation disper-
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sions 
e = x — x — x + x = £x — <5x , (2-31) 
with zero mean and covariance 
P o n 6 = E { e e T } . (2.32) 
The navigation error covariance matrix is propagated using the filter dynamics model 
because this covariance matrix would be calculated using the onboard computer, 
i onb = ^-onb" onb + * onb-&-0nb ' *4onb j \Z.66) 
where 
Aonb = F* + FyC* , (2.34) 
and 
Qonb = E{wwT}+FyE{irnT}F?. (2.35) 
Each of the equations for propagating covariances in this subsection is of the contin-
uous form. Since LinCov is implemented using a computer system, the equations are 
discretized. Numerical integration, using a fourth order Runge-Kutta (RK4) method, 
is used for this implementation. 
2.2.2.2 Sensor Measurements and Update Equations 
The true dispersions, estimated dispersions, and navigation errors increase as time 
progresses due to imperfect models. As discussed in Section 2.2.1, dispersions are 
reduced by maneuvers and navigation errors are reduced by incorporating sensor 
measurements. The model for true measurements is a function of the true states with 
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the addition of measurement process noise, 
z = h (x ) + i/. (2.36) 
The measurement process noise (u) is a white noise random process with zero mean 
and variance (R). That is, 
E{i/} = 0 , (2.37) 
E { W T } = R. (2.38) 
The model for estimated measurements is 
z = h ( x ) . (2.39) 
Neither the nominal nor true states are affected by measurements because measure-
ments do not change the spacecraft's location. They only change the onboard com-
puter's estimate. The filter state is updated using the equation 
x+ = x " + K (z - z) , (2.40) 
where the Kalman gain (K) is defined as 
K = P - H T ( ' H P - H T + R V 1 . (2.41) 
The update process uses the measurement residual (difference between true and 
estimated measurements) to generate an equation relating measurements to states. 
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Specifically, 
e = z — z 
= h(x) h(x) 
= h(x) + | ^ (x - x) + H.O.T. + v - h(x) - | ^ (x - x) + H.O.T. 
ax ax 
= H£x - H£x + v, (2.42) 
where 
a"x 
H 
9h 
ax 
h(x) = h(x). 
Equation (2.40) can be rewritten to update the navigation dispersions 
(2.43) 
5x+ = Sir + K (e) 
5xT + K tax + i/ - H&xT ) 
(i - KHJ 8k~ + KH&x + Kv. (2.44) 
The equation to update the navigation dispersions is a function of two measurement 
sensitivity matrices (H and H) and depends on both sets of dispersions. The aug-
mented state is updated using Equation (2.44) and the knowledge that the true states 
and dispersions are not updated 
x + = x~ 5x.+ = <5x . (2.45) 
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The augmented state and covariance update equations are 
W+ — dX aug 
I 0 
KH ( I - K H ) °
X
aug + 
0 
K 
(2.46) 
and 
P+ = 
aug 
I 0 
KH ( I - K H ) aug 
I 0 
KH ( I - K H ) 
T 
+ 
0 
K 
R 
-
0 
K 
(2.47) 
The navigation error update equation is 
e + = (I - KH)e~ - Ku. (2.48) 
The covariance of the onboard navigation error is calculated using the equation 
P0+nb = E{e+e+ r} 
onb = I - K H P " , I - K H + K R K
r (2.49) 
2.2.3 Maneuvers 
Maneuvers are used to correct dispersions and are modeled by LinCov as impulsive 
changes in velocity. The nominal velocity of the chaser is affected by maneuvers and 
is expressed as 
v + A y = v~AV + Av. (2.50) 
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The maneuvers are calculated using the filter states. The environment dispersions 
are updated after a maneuver, 
5x +AV dx -AV DJx"^ + £, (2.51) 
where £ is the maneuver execution error and D is the partial derivative of the ma-
neuver with respect to the true states, 
D = 
<9Av 
cbc 
(2.52) 
The notations —AV and +AV denote the dispersions before and after a maneuver. 
The navigation dispersions are updated in similar manner, 
<Jx +AV 5x-*v + D5x"A V + ct  (2.53) 
where ct is the accelerometer error and D is the partial derivative of the maneuver 
with respect to the estimated states 
D = 
<9Av 
<9x 
(2.54) 
Equation (2.51) and Equation (2.53) can be used to derive equations for the aug-
mented states and augmented covariance matrix after a maneuver. Specifically, 
+AV 
^•aug 
I D 
0 I + D 
(2.55) 
a 
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and 
>+AV 
aug 
I D 
0 I + D 
i-AV 
aug 
- l T 
I D 
0 I + D 0 Qo 
(2.56) 
2.3 Event Triggers 
In LinCov, events generally occur at specific times. However, in many orbital ren-
dezvous missions the terminal phase initiation (TPI) maneuver is triggered when the 
relative position of the chaser and target vehicles reaches a predetermined value. For 
this simulation, the TPI maneuver is triggered when the chaser reaches a specific 
downrange distance from the target. The techniques for applying a single event trig-
ger to LinCov are discussed in references [18, 32] and are reviewed in the ensuing 
sections. 
2.3.1 Reshaping Method 
An event trigger is a condition represented as a function of the navigation state, 
* [X(ie)] = 0. (2.57) 
When the specified condition is achieved, it triggers a specific event that occurs at the 
true event time (te). The trigger condition generally does not occur at the nominal 
event time (te), 
* [x(Q] ^ 0 , (2.58) 
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however, if the difference between te and te is small, the true and estimated states at 
tP can be written as a function of this difference 
x(te) « x(te) + x(ie) [te - te] 
x(ie) « x(tc) + x(fe) [te - ie] 
(2.59) 
(2.60) 
where 
x(ie) = x(ie) + 5±(te) , 
x(ic) = x(i"e) + <Jx(te). 
(2.61) 
(2.62) 
Expanding Equation (2.57) results in 
0 = * [x(Fe)] + Vx [<Jx(Fe) + k(te)5te] (2.63) 
where 
* [x(*e)] = 0; * , 5 * dx , 0le Ze ie 
This leads to an expression for Ste 
(2.64) 
5te = -[¥xx(Q] ^J&iQ. (2.65) 
The row vector s r is defined as 
sT = - [*xX(te)] X* a (2.66) 
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The environment and navigation dispersions at time te are given by the equation 
<Jx(ie) = x(ic) - x(ie) = <5x(fe) + Nx(fc)sT<Jx(«e) , (2.67) 
and 
<Sx(*e) = X ( i e ) - X( t e ) = <Jx(fc) + x ( t e ) S T ^ x ( i e ) . (2.68) 
Let n be the number of true states, m be the number of estimated states, and N 
a n n x m matrix that maps the estimated states to the true states, such that the 
navigation errors can be written as 
e = N T 5x - 6k, (2.69) 
where N r N = I m x m . Using Equation (2.67) and Equation (2.68), the augmented 
state at the true event time is 
SXaug(te)- (2-70) 
The mean values of the environment and navigation dispersions are zero and the 
expected value of the augmented state is zero. The augmented covariance matrix is 
reshaped after an event trigger 
OlC-aug 
*-nxn NX(te)S 
"raxm *-mxm HQs1 
p+s = i p s i T 
aug s aug s ' 
(2.71) 
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where the shaping matrix (Is) is 
*-nXn I\X(teJS 
0 
nxm '-mxm 
+ x(tc)s3 
(2.72) 
These techniques are suitable for a single event trigger during the trajectory. However, 
when applying multiple event triggers using only this technique can result in numerical 
instabilities. 
2.3.2 Resetting Method 
Since the relative dispersions of position and velocity are of primary interest for 
proximity operations, it becomes desirable to reset the augmented state matrix to 
reduce the inertial dispersions while conserving the relative trajectory dispersions and 
ensuring the navigation errors remain unchanged. The nominal rendezvous trajectory 
is given in terms of relative position and velocity. The relative nominal trajectory is 
not affected by the resetting method and therefore the relative trajectory dispersions 
are not affected. This method essentially alters the inertial nominal trajectory so that 
the inertial dispersions are reset without affecting the navigation error. Recall that 
the environment and navigation dispersions (Jx and <Jx), are defined as 
<5x = x — x , (2.73) 
and 
5~k = x — x , (2.74) 
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where x is the true state, x is the navigation state, and x is the nominal state. Let 
the state vectors be written as the chaser state, parameter state, and the target state. 
x X C Xp X T 
X C Xp X T 
X C Xp X T 
(2.75) 
(2.76) 
(2.77) 
One way to change the trajectory dispersions without altering the navigation 
errors is to update the environment and navigation dispersions, (<5x+ and Sx.+), from 
the original dispersions (<5x~ and 5x.~) based on the navigation dispersions, 
5x+ = for + NJfoT , 
for = foc~ + J for . 
(2.78) 
(2.79) 
where J is a matrix to be defined later in this section and N is defined in Equation 
(2.69). Updating the environment and navigation dispersions as outlined in Equa-
tion (2.78) and Equation (2.79) causes the updated navigation error (e+) to remain 
unchanged and equal to the navigation error prior to the update (e~). That is, 
^
+
 = NTfoT e  I  ^  x ' — for 
= NT [for + NJfoT] - [for + Jfor ] 
= NTfor - foT 
= e (2.80) 
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The relative position vector is defined in the inertial frame as 
rel I \ . (2.81) 
This expression for rlrel can be rewritten in terms of chaser and target position and 
velocity vectors and Hj, a matrix used to compute the relative position and velocity 
vectors in the inertial frame from the inertial position and velocity vectors, 
l
rel H, (2.82) 
where 
H , = I 0 I 0 (2.83) 
3x12 
In general, relative states are expressed in the local-vertical local-horizontal (LVLH) 
frame. Figure 2.2 illustrates the LVLH coordinate frame. 
+Y or -H Bar 
into the page. 
Figure 2.2: Local-Vertical Local-Horizontal Coordinate Frame [9] 
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Equation (2.81) can be recast so that the relative position vector is in the LVLH 
frame 
Ivlh 
l
rel 
= H 
-\lvlh i 
- i rel ' 
Ivlh (2.84) 
where 
H Ivlh ilvlh 0 - T Ivlh 0 (2.85) 
3x12 
Note that Hivih is a matrix used to compute the relative position and velocity vectors 
in the LVLH frame from the inertial position and velocity vectors. The expression in 
Equation (2.85) is correct after neglecting an additional term E/„//j. When incorpo-
rating event triggers in LinCov, this additional term needs to be included, as is next 
discussed. 
In the previous equations, T'""1 is a 3 x 3 matrix to rotate a position or velocity 
from the inertial frame to LVLH frame. For the remainder of this section, T\vlh will 
be a 6 x 6 matrix to rotate both the position and velocity of the vehicle at once. 
Using this new notation and assuming the chaser and target states in Equations (2.75 
- 2.77) include only position and velocity, HMH, before adding the additional term, 
becomes 
H-lvih — nn(' Ivlh 0 ilvlh (2.86) 
The inertial to LVLH transformation matrix is a function of rt and v4, the nominal 
position and velocity of the target. The symbol E^/^ denotes the partial of Equation 
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(2.84) with respect to the target position and velocity 
E, Ivlh 
QTlvlh gTh 
r< drt t dvt 
t drt t dvt 
(2.87) 
Adding the E^;ft to Equation (2.86) results in 
H;„/h = T"U' Ivlh 0 (-Tf'fc + Eh,,,,) (2.88) 
Although it is possible to re-set the augmented state matrix in a variety of ways, 
the objective is to show how it is possible to reset the augmented state matrix such 
that the relative trajectory and navigation dispersions in the LVLH frame remain 
unchanged. In other words, it is desirable to satisfy the constraints 
HlvlhNT5x+ = HlvlhNT[5x- + N35±-} , (2.89) 
and 
H-ivih^ = Hivih [5x + JS-k ]. (2.90) 
Looking at Equation (2.89) and Equation (2.90), one way to ensure the constraints 
are met is to force the J matrix to satisfy the constraint 
HlvlhJ = 0, 6xm- (2.91) 
If Equation (2.91) is satisfied, both the relative environment and navigation disper-
sions will remain unchanged after the resetting. There are multiple values of J that 
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could work. To select a particular J matrix, assume it has the form 
J c c 0 J CT 
0 0 0 
"TC 0 " TT 
(2.92) 
where Jcc is a 6 x 6 matrix associated with the chaser's inertial position and velocity 
states and JTT is a 6 x 6 matrix corresponding to the target's inertial position and 
velocity states. JCT and JTC are terms relating the chaser and target states to one 
another. From Equation (2.91), the elements of J must satisfy, 
-\lvlh TT^cc + (-TT + E M h ) J r c = 0, 6x6 (2.93) 
and 
j JCT + {— i-i + &lvlh)JTT = U6X6- (2.94) 
Since there are still many possible options for J, an additional constraint is added 
which requires that the target inertial navigation dispersions become zero (5xJ = 0). 
From Equation (2.79), this constraint is satisfied if 
>TT ••6x6 (2.95) 
and 
JTC _ Of x6 - (2.96) 
Using these selections and satisfying the constraints in Equation (2.93) and Equation 
(2.94) yields 
J c c = 06X6 , (2.97) 
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and 
>CT "•6x6 + TL7/,E, Ivlh^lvlh- (2.98) 
Combining these results, a J matrix that both reduces the target inertial navigation 
dispersions while maintaining the relative trajectory dispersions and navigation errors 
is 
J = 
0 0 ( - I + T j ^ f c ) 
0 0 0 
0 0 
(2.99) 
The equation for resetting the augmented state matrix has a similar form to 
reshaping the augmented state matrix due to an event trigger. 
P + J = T fP~J TT 
aua *-J *• aua J > aug 
(2.100) 
where the covariance resetting matrix I j is 
1.7 = 
0 
mxn J-mxm 
N J 
J-m.xm *J 
(2.101) 
Substituting the expression for J into the resetting covariance matrix I j in Equation 
(2.101), the augmented state matrix can be modified using Equation (2.100) to reduce 
the inertial trajectory dispersions while maintaining the relative trajectory dispersions 
and navigation errors. 
2.3.3 Event Time Dispersion 
An analysis of times of arrival is often useful in defining conditions beyond vehicle 
proximity required for a successful rendezvous. Equation (2.65), the difference be-
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tween the true and nominal event times, can be rewritten in terms of the augmented 
state. The event time variation becomes 
Ste = 0ixn<5x(£e) + s1 5x(t, 
0 s ftc aug- (2.102) 
The variance of the event times is determined by squaring Equation (2.102) and taking 
the expected value. Specifically, 
- | T 
ot 0 s
1 
aug 0 s
1 (2.103) 
Chapter 3 
Simulation Models 
This chapter develops the equations of motion which govern the dynamics of the 
spacecraft. The first section summarizes the physical properties of the spacecraft and 
the target. The next section describes the environmental models, focusing on higher-
order gravity fields and atmospheric drag. The sensors used to update the spacecraft 
states with measurements are similar to those onboard the vehicle presented in ref-
erences [28, 33, 34]. Sensor models are developed for the gyroscope, accelerometer, 
star tracker, light detection and ranging system (lidar), and global positioning system 
(GPS) receiver for chaser spacecraft and GPS receiver for the target spacecraft. The 
actuators that affect the spacecraft's motion are described. The models and errors 
discussed in this chapter apply to both LinCov and Monte Carlo simulations. 
3.1 Environment Dynamics Models 
The simulation uses a higher-order gravitational potential model to describe the mo-
tion of both the chaser and target vehicles around the Earth. The gravity field of 
a nonspherical central body and atmospheric drag are perturbations incorporated in 
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the dynamics model. Position and velocity are propagated in the earth centered iner-
tial (ECI) frame, while attitude and attitude rate are propagated in the body frame. 
Each of the states in this section is numerically integrated using a RK4 method. 
3.1.1 Position and Velocity 
The equations for propagating position and velocity are 
r 
V 
= 
V 
^3* ' "r a p e r t 
where aper t is the linear combination of perturbing accelerations [35]. 
The gravitational potential model is 
U(r, <t>, A) = ^ Y l J l ( ~f ) Pl'm t s i n ^ ) l {C<>™ cos ( m A ) + Sl>™ sin ( m A )> • (3'2) 
1=0 m=0 ^ ' 
The gravitational potential (U) developed in [36] and [37], is a scalar function of 
the position (r), the latitude ((f)), the longitude (A), the radius of the Earth (i?e), 
and the gravitational parameter (//). The symbol P/)Tn [sin(</>)] denotes the function 
for Legendre polynomials, and C^m and S^m are gravitational coefficients associated 
with modeling the Earth's shape using spherical harmonics. Table 3.1 shows the 
Legendre polynomials. 
Equation (3.2) can be simplified by including only zonal harmonics. Using only zonal 
harmonics is equivalent to assuming that the mass concentration of Earth is symmetric 
around the polar axis. Therefore, U has no dependence on longitude, m = 0, and J; 
becomes the coefficient for zonal harmonics 
—Cifl = Ji- (3.3) 
-Po,o 
^ 1 , 0 
-^2,0 
•^3,0 
-^4,0 
1 
sin(</>) 
H3sin2(^)-1} 
|{5sin3((/>) -3sin(</>)} 
| (35sm4(</>) - 30sin2(</>) + 3} 
Table 3.1: Legendre Polynomials for P^o [sin(^)] 
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With this substitution Equation (3.2) can be rewritten as 
U(r,<f>) = ^ 
r 1=2 V ' 
sin (3.4) 
The scalar model for gravitational potential is used because it does not rely on a 
specific coordinate system. However, the simulation uses acceleration to propagate 
velocity, which can be calculated by taking the gradient of the potential function, 
*-grav 
„ „ , „ dU fdr\T dU 
dr 
(3.5) 
The parameters used to calculate the potential can be found in Table 3.2 [37]. 
Jl. 
Js 
JA 
V 
R® 
1.082627 x 10~3 
-2.532657 x 10"6 
-1.619622 x 10"6 
3.986005 x 105 km3 /s2 
6378.136300 km 
Table 3.2: Earth Parameters Utilized in Gravity Model 
The model for atmospheric drag is 
<*aero 
J- Patmos 
"2 BC ~Vrel*reh 
(3.6) 
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This acceleration is a function of atmospheric density (patmos), the vehicle's ballis-
tic coefficient (BC), and the vehicle's velocity relative to the motion of Earth's at-
mosphere (vrej), [37]. The density of the atmosphere at the vehicle's altitude is a 
difficult quantity to model. The simulation uses a modified exponential method, 
Babb-Mueller, to determine patmos- The ballistic coefficient (BC = m/cpS), is a 
function of the vehicle's mass (m), cross-sectional area normal to the velocity vector 
(5), and coefficient of drag (c£»). Equation (3.8) is substituted into Equation (3.7) 
to calculate the relative velocity. The atmosphere is assumed to be stationary with 
respect to Earth. In these equations, u>e is Earth's rotational velocity vector and 
rx and ry are components of the vehicle's position vector. Further, 
* rel V ^atmos (3.7) 
Vatmos — UJQ X T 
3.1.2 Attitude and Attitude Rate 
-o;ffir. 
<^®rx (3.8) 
The simulation utilizes quaternions to represent and propagate attitude [38, 39, 40, 
41, 42]. Quaternions are composed of a vector part (q„), and scalar part (qs). The 
orientation of a spacecraft can by represented by three Euler angles, roll about the 
x-axis, pitch about the y-axis, and yaw about the z-axis. Any sequence of Euler's 
angles can be described by a single rotation (</?), about a unit vector (k), known as 
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the Euler angle and axis [43]. The quaternion is written as 
1i 
cos (f) 
- s i n ( f ) k 
(3.9) 
Quaternions have several advantages in representing attitude. Quaternions require 
fewer parameters and calculations than direction cosine matrices and avoid singu-
larities that exist when using Euler angles [41]. The attitude is propagated using 
Equation (3.10) 
q = 2 
0 
-a; 
q (3.10) 
In this equation, <%> denotes quaternion multiplication. The equation for propagat-
ing attitude rate is derived from Euler's rotational equation of motion or moment 
equation [44, 42] 
Tb = Jvb + ujbxJujb, (3.11) 
where r is a moment or torque, J is the inertia matrix, and iv is the vehicle attitude 
rate. Equation (3.11) can be rewritten as 
d> = J 1 ( r — [a; x] Ju;) , (3.12) 
where r represents torques acting on the vehicle, which can include external torques 
caused by perturbations and control torques, and [u;x] a skew-symmetric matrix 
ODX = 
0 - W 3 UJ2 
U3 0 —OJI 
—LO2 ^ 1 0 
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External gravitational torques are caused by the nonuniform distribution of vehicle's 
mass about it's center of mass. The force of gravity acting on the vehicle is different at 
different locations causing gravity induced torques. The equation for the gravitational 
torques, Tgrav, is developed in [36]. Specifically, 
B 
H(r + rdm) dm' 
||r + rdm | |3 . (3.13) 
where Ydm is the vector from the center of mass to the differential element of mass 
and r is the vehicle's position vector in the inertial frame. Equation (3.13) can be 
simplified by rotating to the body frame 
- U = "i V x Jrb] . (3.14) 
The external torques caused by the vehicle's center of pressure being located away 
from its center of mass are easily computed, if the location of the center of pressure 
with respect to the center of mass is known in body coordinates. The acceleration 
caused by atmospheric drag is shown in Equation (3.6) and the aero force is easily 
obtained by multiplying aaero by vehicle mass. The torques are 
T
aero
 = rcp X ^-i^aero- {6.1.0) 
Commanded torques used to control the spacecraft's attitude are discussed in Sec-
tion 3.3.2. 
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3.2 Sensor Models 
Sensors onboard the chaser spacecraft include an inertial measurement unit (IMU), 
star tracker, lidar, and GPS receiver. The IMU consists of a gyroscope sensor and ac-
celerometer [45]. The target spacecraft has various sensors onboard but only the GPS 
receiver is modeled by the simulation. The IMU is used to propagate the estimated 
chaser states and the sensors are used to update filter states and covariance. The 
error parameters of the sensors discussed are arbitrarily selected and are comparable 
to values presented in references [18, 29, 46, 47, 48]. 
3.2.1 Gyroscope 
The gyroscope sensor onboard the chaser spacecraft measures the three axis angular 
velocity of the vehicle. This measured value is integrated to determine the change in 
orientation of the spacecraft [29, 49]. 
&biMU = T (egyro) [I + D ( b s / + m s / ) ] u; + hgyro + mgyro + r)gyro (3.16) 
pt+At 
A0 = / ubdt (3.17) 
In Equation (3.16) the measured angular velocity is dependent on the true angular 
velocity (u>), misalignments (T (egyro)), the scale factor bias and Markov process (b s / 
and m s / ) , the gyro bias and Markov process (bgyro and mgyro), and the gyroscope 
measurement noise {r)gyro). The symbol D denotes the diagonal matrix of the quan-
tities between the parentheses. The gyroscope operates in a different manner from 
the other sensors utilized by the chaser. This sensor operates in model replacement 
mode, the filter docs not estimate angular velocity but takes it directly from the gy-
roscope measurement. This technique is an acceptable practice because of gyroscopes 
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extensive flight heritage and the sensor's highly accurate measurements. The errors 
present in the gyroscope model are given in Table 3.3. 
Error Type 
Misalignment 
Bias in roll, pitch, yaw 
Markov Bias in roll, pitch, yaw 
Scale Factor in roll, pitch, yaw 
Markov Scale Factor 
in roll, pitch, yaw 
Gyroscope Measurement Noise 
Variable 
egyro 
"gyro 
gyro 
bsf 
msf 
Igyro 
la Standard Deviation 
2.0000 
3.6667xl0"3 
3.6667xl0"3 
5.0000 
5.0000 
2.5000xl0"3 
Units 
arcsec 
deg/hr 
deg/hr 
ppm 
ppm 
deg/\/hr 
Table 3.3: Gyroscope Model Error Parameters 
3.2.2 Accelerometer 
The accelerometer measures three axis non-gravitational accelerations. This mea-
sured value is integrated to determine the change in translational velocity of the 
spacecraft [49]. Specifically, 
&IMV = T (taccei) [I + D ( b s / + m s / ) ] a + b a c c e , + maccd + rjaccel (3.18) 
/
t+At 
?IMUdt (3.19) 
In Equation (3.18) the measured acceleration is dependent on the true acceleration, 
misalignments (T(e a c c e i)) , the scale factor bias and Markov process (bsy and m s / ) , 
the accelerometer bias and Markov process (bacce; and macce;), and the accelerometer 
measurement noise (r]accel). The errors present in the accelerometer model are given 
in Table 3.4. 
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Error Type 
Misalignment 
Bias in x, y, z 
Markov Bias in x, y, z 
Scale Factor in x, y, z 
Markov Scale Factor in x, y, z 
Accelerometer Measurement Noise 
Variable 
taccel 
®accel 
Y^-accel 
hsf 
m-/ 
flaccel 
la Standard Deviation 
5.0000 
50.0000 
50.0000 
175.0000 
175.0000 
1.5000xl0"5 
Units 
arcsec 
W 
V9 
ppm 
ppm 
m/s / i / s 
Table 3.4: Accelerometer Model Error Parameters 
3.2.3 Star Tracker 
The star tracker provides a measurement to update the chaser orientation. The 
sensor captures an image of local stars and compares it to a catalog of inertial star 
locations [50]. The generated measurement is an inertial frame to star tracker frame 
quaternion. The sensor model is given as 
q f = q (Vst) ® q (bs t) ® qf ® q,6 , (3.20) 
where q£t is the body to star tracker quaternion with misalignments, q|, is the inertial 
to body quaternion, and q (b3t) and q (rjst) are quaternions derived from sensor bias 
and noise [51]. The errors present in the star tracker model are given in Table 3.5. 
Error Type 
Misalignment 
Bias in roll, pitch, yaw 
Star Tracker Measurement Noise 
boresight axis 
cross boresight axis 
Variable 
e s t 
b s t 
Vst 
la Standard Deviation 
4.0000 
3.3333 
69.0000 
16.3333 
Units 
arcsec 
arcsec 
arcsec 
arcsec 
Table 3.5: Star Tracker Model Error Parameters 
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3.2.4 Chaser GPS 
The chaser is equipped with a GPS receiver to update position and velocity. The 
satellites in the GPS constellation broadcast a ranging signal used by the receiver to 
calculate position and velocity [52]. The sensor model, from reference [47], is 
fc = rc + mgpSr + rjgpSr , (3.21) 
and 
vc = vc + mgpSv + rigpSv. (3.22) 
The sensor model includes the chaser position (rc), the first-order Markov process 
vector (mgpSr), and GPS measurement noise (*7gpSr) associated with chaser position. 
The model also includes the chaser velocity (vc), the first-order Markov process vector 
(mgpSv), and GPS measurement noise {r)gpSr) associated with chaser velocity. The 
errors present in the chaser GPS model are given in Table 3.6. 
Error Type 
Position Bias in x, y, z 
Velocity Bias in x, y, z 
GPS Position Measurement Noise 
GPS Velocity Measurement Noise 
GPS Time Constant 
Variable 
mgpsr 
mgpsv 
VgpSr 
rlgpsv 
Tgps 
la Standard Deviation 
5.7735 
5.7735 xlO"2 
5.7735 
5.7735xl0"2 
300 
Units 
m 
m/s 
m 
m/s 
s 
Table 3.6: Chaser GPS Model Error Parameters 
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3.2.5 Target G P S 
The target is equipped with a GPS receiver to update position and velocity. The 
sensor model, from reference [47], is 
ft = rt + mtgpSr + rjtgpSr , (3.23) 
and 
v t = v* + mtgpSv + rjtgp8v. (3.24) 
The sensor model in Equation (3.23) includes the target position (rt), the first-order 
Markov process vector (iatgpSr), and GPS measurement noise (rjtgpSr) associated with 
target position. The model also includes the target velocity (v4), the first-order 
Markov process vector (m i g p s J , and GPS measurement noise (rjtgpSr) associated with 
target velocity. The errors present in the target GPS model are given in Table 3.7. 
Error Type 
Position Bias in x, y, z 
Velocity Bias in x, y, z 
GPS Position Measurement Noise 
GPS Velocity Measurement Noise 
GPS Time Constant 
Variable 
m<gps r 
mtgpsv 
ItgpSr 
"Htgpsv 
Ttgps 
la Standard Deviation 
30.0000 
6.0000 xlO"2 
30.0000 
6.0000xl0-2 
300 
Units 
m 
m/s 
m 
m/s 
s 
Table 3.7: Target GPS Model Error Parameters 
3.2.6 Lidar 
The lidar instrument uses laser light to track the target. The sensor provides a 
measurement to update chaser position and attitude and target position [53]. The 
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relative position vector in the lidar frame is given by the equation 
r
l
rel = TbTbi(Tt-Tc)+blidar + r,l. idar > (3.25) 
where rt and rc are the target and chaser position vectors, b/^aT. is the lidar bias, and 
Wudar *s the lidar measurement noise. The relative position vector is used to generate 
the lidar measurements of range (p), azimuth (az), and elevation (el). Specifically, 
^rel (3.26) 
P = \\rrel\\ 
az = arctan (y/x) 
el = arcsin (z/p) 
The errors present in the lidar model are given in Table 3.8. 
(3.27) 
Error Type 
Misalignment 
Range Bias 
Azimuth Bias 
Elevation Bias 
Lidar Range Measurement Noise 
Lidar Azimuth Measurement Noise 
Lidar Elevation Measurement Noise 
Variable 
^•lidar 
K 
baz 
hi 
VP 
Vaz 
Vel 
la Standard Deviation 
0.1000 
0.1667 
0.0333 
0.0333 
0.0333 
0.0333 
0.0333 
Units 
deg 
m 
deg 
deg 
m 
deg 
deg 
Table 3.8: Lidar Model Error Parameters 
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3.3 Actuator Models 
Actuators are used to manipulate the spacecraft's translational and rotational veloci-
ties. The chaser is equipped with thrusters for both attitude control and translational 
maneuvers [54]. The error parameters of the actuators discussed are arbitrarily se-
lected and are comparable to values presented in references [18, 29, 46, 47, 48]. 
3.3.1 Translational Maneuver Thrusters 
The model for maneuvers is shown in Equation (3.28) [48]. Maneuvers are modeled 
as impulsive changes in velocity, 
Av* = T\ { T (emvr) [I + D (b s /)] 7 ? A v L , + hmvr + rjmvr} , (3.28) 
v + A y = v - A y + Av. (3.29) 
Table 3.9 summarizes the translational maneuver uncertainties used in the simulation. 
Error Type 
Misalignment 
Bias in x, y, z 
Scale Factor Bias in x, y, z 
Translational Maneuver Noise 
Variable 
£-mvr 
t-'m.vr 
baf 
Yjmvr 
1<7 Standard Deviation 
3.3333 x l (T 4 
1.3333xl(T4 
1.6500 xlO"3 
5.0000X10"4 
Units 
deg 
m/s 
m/s 
m/s 
Table 3.9: Translational Maneuver Errors 
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3.3.2 Reaction Control System 
The reaction control system (RCS) thrusters produce the torques required to alter 
the chaser's attitude rate. The RCS actuator model is shown in Equation (3.30) [48]. 
r\tTl = T (ectrl) [I + D (b s / ) f L * + brot + r,rot] (3.30) 
The commanded attitude for both vehicles is set to the target local-vertical local-
horizontal attitude, while the commanded attitude rate is set as the orbital rate. 
Table 3.10 summarizes the rotational maneuver uncertainties used in the simulation. 
For more information about spacecraft control see reference [55]. 
Error Type 
Misalignment 
Bias in roll, pitch, yaw 
Scale Factor Bias in roll, pitch, yaw 
Rotational Maneuver Noise 
Variable 
tctrl 
b ro« 
b s / 
^rot 
la Standard Deviation 
3.3333 x l O - 3 
3.3333 xlO"5 
3.3333 xlO"3 
l.OOOOxlO"10 
Units 
deg 
N m 
N m 
N m 
Table 3.10: Rotational Maneuver Errors 
Chapter 4 
Guidance, Navigation, and Control 
Algorithms 
This chapter discusses the trajectory the chaser flies to rendezvous with the target 
and describes the guidance, navigation, and control algorithms used in the Monte 
Carlo simulation. The first section describes the initial orbits of both vehicles. Then 
the navigation filter is presented. The next section discusses the different types of 
maneuvers in the simulation. The event triggers used in the simulation are also 
discussed. The proportional derivative attitude controller is introduced and a list of 
states is given. 
Figure 4.1 shows the nominal rendezvous trajectory. This trajectory is similar to 
the double coelliptic trajectories presented in references [6, 28, 33]. Each of the colored 
circles represents a maneuver occurring at that point along the trajectory. Red circles 
represent a Lambert targeted maneuver, the yellow circle represents a maneuver to put 
the chaser on a coelliptic orbit, and the green circles represent glideslope maneuvers. 
The each type of maneuver will be discussed briefly in Section 4.3. Information about 
each maneuver can be found in Appendix A. 
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Figure 4.1: Nominal Rendezvous Trajectory 
4.1 Initial Orbits 
As with many rendezvous trajectories, the nominal trajectory is expressed in terms of 
relative motion. Initially, the chaser is assumed to be approximately forty kilometers 
behind and four kilometers below the target [28]. Table 4.1 shows the initial position 
and velocity of the chaser in the LVLH coordinate frame. 
State Name 
Relative Position 
Relative Velocity 
Variable 
*rel 
Vrel 
State Value 
[-40 x 103 0.1500 4 x 103] 
[6.9041 0.0562 0.0254] 
Units 
m 
m/s 
Table 4.1: Initial Relative Chaser Position and Velocity 
Each of the initial states has an associated standard deviation. In a Monte Carlo 
simulation, these standard deviations correspond to how much each state is dispersed 
at the beginning of each run. These initial dispersions dictate how the remainder 
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of the trajectory will fly out. The values of the standard deviations can be seen in 
Table 4.2, where the position and velocity standard deviations are given in LVLH and 
attitude and attitude rate values in the body frame. 
State Name 
Chaser Position in x, y, z 
Chaser Velocity in x, y, z 
Chaser Attitude in roll, pitch, yaw 
Chaser Angular Velocity roll, pitch, yaw 
Target Position in x, y, z 
Target Velocity in x, y, z 
Target Attitude roll, pitch, yaw 
Target Angular Velocity roll, pitch, yaw 
3cr Standard Deviation 
20.0000 
0.0220 
5.0000 
1 x 10"6 
200.0000 
0.2200 
5.0000 
1 x 10"5 
Units 
m 
m/s 
deg 
deg/s 
m 
m/s 
deg 
deg/s 
Table 4.2: Initial Vehicle State Standard Deviations 
4.2 Navigation Filter 
The models for estimated states and estimated measurements are given by 
x = f ( x , t ) , (4.1) 
and 
Yk = h (xfc), (4.2) 
where x is the true state, x is the estimated state, y is the measured value and y is 
the estimated measurement. The navigation error is defined as the difference between 
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the true and estimated states. That is, 
e = x - x, (4.3) 
and the estimation error covariance is defined as 
P = E { e e T } , (4.4) 
since the navigation error is assumed zero mean, where E denotes the expected value. 
In ensuing chapters this covariance matrix will be written as P M C - The environment 
and navigation states utilize quaternions to represent the vehicle attitude, while the 
covariance states represent attitude with a rotation vector containing three angles. 
This change is made to eliminate singularities in the covariance matrix. The chaser 
attitude navigation error propagation is given by 
e« = - [ u x ] e ( + eu. (4.5) 
There are two steps in the filter, propagation and update. The states are prop-
agated using Equation (4.1). The covariance is propagated to the next time (tfe+i), 
using the state transition matrix. The states and state transition matrix (<fr), are 
propagated using a RK4 method. Further, 
* = A $ , *(tfc,tfc) = 1 , (4.6) 
where 
A = | . ( 4 , ) 
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The equation for propagated covariance is 
Pfe+1 = * f c P ^ + Q f e ) (4.8) 
where Q^ is the process noise covariance matrix. This matrix is derived from the 
spectral density of the process noise (Qs) and represents processes not modeled in 
the filter that exist in the environment. 
The second part of the filter is updating the states and error covariance with 
measurements from the sensors discussed previously. The states are updated using 
the previous states, measured values from the sensors, estimated measurement values, 
and the Kalman gain matrix. Specifically, 
Xfc = Xfc + Kfc (yfe - yk) , (4.9) 
where 
K ^ P j ^ W " 1 , (4.10) 
with 
and 
H - 9 h •Hfc — — 
ax 
(4.11) 
Wfc = HfcPfc-H[ + Rfe. (4.12) 
In this equation W& is the measurement covariance matrix and R^ is covariance 
matrix of measurement noise. The updated covariance is 
P+ = (I - KfcHfc) Pfe" (I - KfcHfc)T + KfcRfcK£ (4.13) 
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The process described is then repeated until the desired final time is reached. 
4.2.1 State Propagation 
The models for spacecraft dynamics used by the filter are very similar to those previ-
ously discussed in Section 3.1. However, the filter models are generally lower fidelity 
models. The true dynamics includes perturbing accelerations from a higher-order 
gravity model including the J2, J3, and J\ coefficients and from an atmospheric drag 
model. The filter uses the same gravity model but does not explicitly model drag. 
It is assumed that the accelerometer measurements will incorporate maneuvers and 
other terms. Specifically, 
— fk* + V»» + 3-IMU 
(4.14) 
The filter model for the target's position and velocity does not include the accelerom-
eter measurement but does use the higher-order gravity model. 
The target attitude quaternion is propagated using the same equation as the 
environment, Equation (3.10). That is, 
q< = 
0 
-Cjt 
q* (4.15) 
The equation for propagating attitude rate is similar to Equation (3.12) with r equal 
to zero, 
C> = -J-1([u>tx]Ju>t). (4.16) 
The states discussed above are numerically integrated using RK4. 
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The gyroscope is used to propagate the chaser attitude to the next time step and 
as mentioned previously, an estimated chaser attitude rate state does not exist. 
4*=q(Aw)<8>qJfc_1 (4.17) 
where q | is the chaser attitude quaternion prior to propagation and q (Au>) is a 
quaternion derived from the gyroscope measurement. The gyroscope bias states, 
accelerometer bias states, chaser GPS bias states, and target GPS bias states are all 
modeled as first order Gauss-Markov processes [56]. The states at the next time step 
are a function of the previous state, the time step, and sensor time constant. That is, 
msensork+i e msensork' V*'*-*) 
4.2.2 Covariance Propagat ion 
The state transition matrix (<&&), and process noise covariance matrix (Q&), are neces-
sary to propagate the covariance matrix, Equation (4.8). The state dynamics partial 
derivative matrix (A), is used to calculate a new state transition matrix, Equation 
(4.6). For the sensor bias states modeled as first order Gauss-Markov processes 
<f>sensork = e~M/T I3x3. (4.19) 
The steady state standard deviation and time constant associated with each sensor 
can be seen in Table 4.3. 
In Equation (4.26), no partials exist for target attitude or attitude rate. The un-
certainties of the attitude and attitude rate are not solely dependent on the dynamics, 
the target attitude controller also affects the uncertainties. The filter does not model 
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Sensor 
Gyroscope 
Accelerometer 
Chaser GPS (Position) 
Chaser GPS (Velocity) 
Target GPS (Position) 
Target GPS (Velocity) 
Steady State Standard Deviation 
3.6667 x 10"3 deg/hr 
50.0000 fig 
5.7735 m 
5.7735 x 10"2 m/s 
30.0000 m 
6.0000 x 10"2 m/s 
Time Constant 
3600 s 
3600 s 
300 s 
300 s 
300 s 
300 s 
Table 4.3: Sensor Steady State Standard Deviations and Time Constants 
the attitude controller of the chaser or target. Thus, there is no target rotational 
process noise; these uncertainties are modeled as constant uncertainties driven by the 
dead band of the attitude controller. 
The process noise covariance matrix is derived from several spectral densities. 
Specifically, 
Qkr 95Qfcc 0 
Q f c = .95Qfcc Qkt 0 , (4.20) 
0 0 Qfc„ 
where 
and 
^sensors 
Qkc = 
|Q S c t Ai 3 ±Q, t rAt2 
§Q.^Ai 2 QSctAt 
0 0 
0 
0 
QScrAt 
Qkt — 
lQSttAt3 |Q S t t At 2 0 0 
lQSttAt2 QSttAt 0 0 
(4.21) 
(4.22) 
0 0 0 01 
Note that for each of the previously mentioned states modeled as first order Gauss-
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Markov processes, 
Qk sensors Ol (1 - e " 2 A t / r ) 13X3- (4.23) 
Table 4.4 gives the values of spectral densities corresponding to the translational and 
rotational process noise of the chaser and translational process noise of the target, 
where I denotes a 3 x 3 identity matrix. 
Process Noise 
Chaser Translational 
Chaser Rotational 
Target Translational 
Spectral Density 
Q** 
QScr 
QsH 
Value 
4.8000 x 10"10 I 
3.4844 x 10"8 I 
4.8000 x 10"10 I 
Units 
m
2 
s3 
deg2 
s 
m
2 
s3 
Table 4.4: Spectral Density Values 
4.2.2.1 State Dynamics Partial Derivative Matrix 
The state matrix is composed of two submatrices, a state matrix for both the chaser 
and target. That is, 
A c 0 0 
0 At 0 
0 0 0 
The state dynamics partial derivative matrix for the chaser states is 
(4.24) 
03x3 
G 
03x3 
13x3 
03x3 
03x3 
03X3 
- I t [ax 
-[wx] 
(4.25) 
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and for the target states is 
At = 
03x3 13x3 03x3 03x3 
G 03x3 03X3 03X3 
03x3 03X3 03X3 03x3 
03x3 03x3 03X3 03x3 
(4.26) 
The matrix G is the partial derivative of the acceleration due to gravitational po-
tential with respect to the position vector. The components of this matrix can seen 
in Appendix B. There are additional non-zero terms of the state dynamics partial 
derivative matrix, 
<9vr 
Oh accel -b ) 
and 
duJr 
dh 
= 1 3x3-
(4.27) 
(4.28) 
gyro 
4.2.3 Measurement Sensitivity Matrix 
The measurement sensitivity matrices below are used to update navigation states 
and the covariance. Components of the matrices not shown are zero and the required 
partial derivatives can be found in Appendix C. 
4.2.3.1 Star Tracker 
4.2.3.2 Chaser GPS 
H 
H, 
00 (ejf) 50(qf) 
gps 
86r 
dfc dvc 
drc <9vc 
db st 
(4.29) 
dir dvc 
db gpsr db gpsv 
(4.30) 
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4.2.3.3 Target GPS 
_ |~<9rt <9v£ dff d v t 
*
9ps
 [drt dvt dhtgpSr dbtgpSv 
4.2.3.4 Lidar 
dp daz del dp daz del dp daz del dp daz del 
[drc drc drc ddc dOc ddc drt dvt dvt dbp dbaz dbei 
4.2.4 Underweighting 
The first time relative measurements are used to update the estimated states or 
error covariance matrix is when the lidar sensor turns on. These measurements are 
quite accurate and the error covariance matrix when lidar turns on is large. When 
measurements are nonlinear functions of the states, the filter algorithm expands the 
measurement residual in a Taylor series centered about the propagated estimated 
state. The filter truncates this scries to first-order, however, second-order filters 
also exist [57]. In situations with large state errors and accurate measurements, 
the standard extended Kalman filter process leads to conditions in which the error 
covariance decreases more rapidly than the actual state errors. The filter begins to 
ignore new measurements even when the measurement residual is relatively large. 
A scheme known as underweighting was introduced to slow down the covariance, 
addressing the situation where the filter becomes overly optimistic [58]. 
Underweighting is the process of modifying the measurement covariance to reduce 
the update and compensate for second-order effects. The measurement covariance 
equation in Equation (4.12) is altered as 
(4.31) 
(4.32) 
Wfc = (1 + *0HfcP"H£ + Rk , (4.33) 
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where K is the underweighting coefficient. The value of 0.2 for K is used in the 
simulation. A detailed description of the need for underweighting, development of 
the method, and selection criteria for k are found in references [59, 60]. 
4.3 Maneuver Targeting 
The simulation includes 30 maneuvers implemented by the chaser along it's trajectory 
to rendezvous with the target. Three different kinds of targeting algorithms are used 
at different points of the trajectory. A basic overview of the maneuvers is given next. 
4.3.1 Lambert 
In the eighteenth century, Johann Heinrich Lambert solved a classic celestial mechan-
ics problem, finding an orbit that connects to points in space (Pi and P2) given a 
time of flight (TOF) between the two points [61]. Today this problem, known as 
Lambert's problem, is used by many spacecraft to target maneuvers. 
The initial position of the chaser, transfer angle, and the desired relative position 
of the chaser to the target are used by the targeting algorithm to determine the 
proper AV. The initial chaser position corresponds to Pi. The transfer angle (i?) is 
the length of the chaser's current orbit that determines the TOF. The period of the 
chaser orbit is calculated using the equation 
P-*7=£, (4-34) 
where 
where JJL is the gravitational parameter and e, specific mechanical energy, is a function 
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of the magnitudes of chaser position and velocity (rc and vc). The TOF is 
TOF = P± (4.36) 
The desired relative position is used to calculate P2. An Encke-Nystrom method is 
used to propagate target position forward TOF seconds. This new target position is 
then used along with the desired relative position to find P2, the final chaser position 
in the inertial frame. The required AV is determined using Battin's method for 
solving Lambert's problem and quantities P\, P2, and TOF. A full description of 
Battin's method can be found in references [37, 38]. 
4.3.2 Coelliptic 
The coelliptic orbit has been used in orbital rendezvous since the Gemini and Apollo 
programs. When the chaser and target are both in coelliptic orbits the relative alti-
tude between them does not change. Coelliptic orbits have the following properties: 
the orbits share a common occupied focus, the orbits are coplanar, the perigees of the 
two orbits lie along the same line from the focus, and the differences between radii of 
apogee and perigee are equal [62]. Figure 4.2 illustrates a coelliptic orbit in inertial 
and LVLH coordinate frames. 
The relative equations of motion are know as Clohessy-Wiltshire (CW) or Hill's 
equations and are based on linearized keplerian motion using the assumption that the 
target is in a circular orbit [63]. That is, 
x - 2(vz = ax , (4.37) 
y + uj2y = ay, (4.38) 
z + 2UJX - 3LO2Z = az , (4.39) 
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Inertial LVLH 
Downrange (x) 
Altitude (z) 
Figure 4.2: Illustration of Coelliptic Trajectory 
where x is downrange, y is crossrange, and z is relative altitude. These equations are 
solved in the form 
x(t) 
y(t) 
z{t) 
x(t) 
m 
m 
0 6ut - 6s ±s - 3t 0 - (1 - c) 
0 
1 
0 c 0 
0 0 4 - 3 c - ( 1 + c) 
0 0 6UJ (1 - c) 4c - 3 
0 -us 0 0 
0 0 Scus - 2 s 
i s 
(J 
0 
0 
c 
0 
0 
i s 
2s 
0 
c 
x0 
yo 
x0 
yo 
ZQ 
(4.40) 
where 
s = smtot , 
c = cos cut , 
and u> is the orbital rate. To maintain a coelliptic orbit the relative altitude remains 
constant ( i = 0). With this condition, the initial altitude and downrange rates can 
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be determined from the equation for altitude rate. That is, 
z(t) = 3a;sin(a;i);>:o — 2sin(a;i)i;o + cos(a;i)io. (4-41) 
giving 
io = 0 (4.42) 
3 
x0 = -uiz0 (4.43) 
4.3.3 Glideslope 
The glideslope approach is a set of maneuvers where the chaser approaches the target 
along a straight line. Examples of glideslope approaches are those along the z-axis 
(R-bar) or parallel to the x-axis (V-bar). The simulation uses a glideslope target-
ing algorithm that expands on work by Pearson [63]. The differential equations in 
Equations (4.37- 4.39) are converted to polar coordinates 
x = pcos9, (4.44) 
z = psm6, (4.45) 
and assuming a constant glideslope angle (9). In this context, the differential equation 
for range (p) is 
P — 3a;2p sin2 9 = 3u;2z0ffset , (4.46) 
where ui is the orbital rate of the target and z0ffset is the distance between the centers 
of gravity of the two vehicles at docking [64]. The solution to this equation can be 
found in [63]. Figure 4.3 illustrates the glideslope geometry for this application. The 
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Figure 4.3: Glideslope Geometry 
glideslope angle for each of the glideslope maneuvers is 90 degrees. The targeting 
algorithm determines the required AV for the chaser to be on the glideslope line 
after a specified transfer time, in this case, 120 seconds. The glideslope algorithm is 
complex and additional information can be found in [11, 64]. 
4.4 Downrange Trigger 
Two maneuvers along the trajectory are triggered by events. The trigger condition 
for a downrange triggered event is 
* [x(ie)] = [rt - rc] T V t 
V * 
d, des (4.47) 
where ddes is the desired downrange. This equation applies only for near-circular 
orbits. Maneuver Ml is triggered when the chaser is approximately 16.1120 km 
behind the target and Maneuver M3 is triggered when the chaser is approximately 
0.6620 km up range from the target. The relative position of the chaser to the target 
is another method to determine when the downrange trigger is implemented. The 
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downrange position of the chaser is calculated using Equations (4.48 - 4.55). The 
semi-major axis (a), eccentricity (e), and true anomaly (y) of the target's orbit are 
variables needed to calculate relative position. Specifically, 
t* n 
2 
1_ 
/* 
arccos 
fj, 
Ml Iktl 
rt - (r t • v t) v t 
(4.48) 
(4.49) 
(4.50) 
where 
l lrc| 
|Vc | 
IN 
l V t | 
(4.51) 
If YtVt < 0 then v = 2ir — v. The unit vector normal to the target orbital plane 
n t |r* x v t | (4.52) 
is used to determine the portion of the chaser position vector that is in-plane with 
the target orbital plane, 
r
cin = rc - rc nt nt (4.53) 
The angle between this new vector and the target position vector 
tp = arccos 
T 
|rc- II r+ 
(4.54) 
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is the final quantity required to find the downrange position. That is, 
downrange = —iprc. (4.55) 
4.5 PD Attitude Controller 
A proportional derivative or PD controller is used to control spacecraft attitude. A 
generic PD controller, as discussed in [65], has inputs, ectri, outputs, u, and is of the 
form 
uPD = (Kp + Kds) ectri. (4.56) 
The controller gains, Kp and Kd, are computed as functions of desired natural fre-
quency and damping ratio of the closed-loop system [42]. The model for the com-
manded torque generated by the controller is given as 
Thcmd = Kpectri + Kdectrl , (4.57) 
where 
Kp = (Jul)/At, P K n
" (4.58) 
Kd = (2JwnC)/Ai. 
The values for the desired natural frequency, uin = 27r/30 Hz, and damping ratio, 
£ = \ /2 /2 , are arbitrarily selected using engineering judgment [66]. The errors used 
by the controller are defined as the difference between commanded and estimated 
states. That is, 
ectri = &cmd ~ ubsc , (4-59) 
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and 
Qt error = ^icrnd ® Qiac (4'60) 
The error quaternion, cfierror, is expressed in the form 
n Qerror , I \\Q.error\\ \ /A at\ 
ectri = 2-r jj- arctan I I (4-olJ 
11 Qerror \ \ \ terror J 
for use in Equation (4.57). 
4.6 List of States 
Tables 4.6, 4.7, and 4.5 list the covariance, environment, and navigation states with 
all sensors active. As mentioned previously, instead of using quaternions to repre-
sent vehicle attitude, the covariance states represent attitude with a vector of three 
angles. The navigation states do not include states for the chaser angular velocity 
because the gyroscope operates in model replacement mode discussed in Section 3.2.1. 
Covariance States 
1-3 
4-6 
7-9 
10-12 
13-15 
16-18 
19-21 
22-24 
Chaser Position 
Chaser Velocity 
Chaser Attitude Vector 
Target Position 
Target Velocity 
Target Attitude Vector 
Target Angular Velocity 
Gyroscope Bias 
25-27 
28-30 
31-33 
34-36 
37-39 
40-42 
43-45 
Accelerometer Bias 
Star Tracker Bias 
Chaser GPS Bias (Position) 
Chaser GPS Bias (Velocity) 
Lidar Bias 
Target GPS Bias (Position) 
Target GPS Bias (Velocity) 
Table 4.5: List of Covariance States 
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Environment States 
1-3 
4-6 
7-10 
11-13 
14-16 
17-19 
20-23 
24-26 
27-29 
30-32 
33-35 
36-38 
39-44 
Chaser Position 
Chaser Velocity 
Chaser Attitude Quaternion 
Chaser Angular Velocity 
Target Position 
Target Velocity 
Target Attitude Quaternion 
Target Angular Velocity 
Gyroscope Constant Bias 
Gyroscope Markov Bias 
Gyroscope Scale Factor 
Gyro Markov Scale Factor 
Gyro Nonorthogonalities 
45-47 
48-50 
51-53 
54-56 
57-62 
63-65 
66-68 
69-71 
72-74 
75-77 
78-80 
81-83 
84-86 
Accelerometer Constant Bias 
Accelerometer Markov Bias 
Accelerometer Scale Factor 
Accel Markov Scale Factor 
Accel Nonorthogonalities 
Star Tracker Bias 
Star Tracker Misalignments 
Chaser GPS Bias (Position) 
Chaser GPS Bias (Velocity) 
Lidar Bias 
Lidar Misalignments 
Target GPS Bias (Position) 
Target GPS Bias (Velocity) 
Table 4.6: List of True States 
Navigation States 
1-3 
4-6 
7-10 
11-13 
14-16 
17-20 
21-23 
24-26 
Chaser Position 
Chaser Velocity 
Chaser Attitude Quaternion 
Target Position 
Target Velocity 
Target Attitude Quaternion 
Target Angular Velocity 
Gyroscope Bias 
27-29 
30-32 
33-35 
36-38 
39-41 
42-44 
45-47 
Accelerometer Bias 
Star Tracker Bias 
Chaser GPS Bias (Position) 
Chaser GPS Bias (Velocity) 
Lidar Bias 
Target GPS Bias (Position) 
Target GPS Bias (Velocity) 
Table 4.7: List of Estimated States 
Chapter 5 
Numerical Results and Discussion 
In this chapter, the LinCov results of the two techniques for addressing event triggers 
are compared. The results from the LinCov run using the resetting method are 
validated using results from the Monte Carlo simulation consisting of 1000 runs. A 
thorough comparison of the LinCov and Monte Carlo simulation results is completed. 
The two different simulations have the same measurement models and error sources. 
The time of arrival dispersions from LinCov and Monte Carlo are also investigated. 
Figure 5.1 shows rendezvous trajectory results from LinCov. The target is located 
at the center of the LVLH frame, (0,0) on the plot. The thick blue line is the LinCov 
nominal trajectory and colored circles correspond to maneuvers. The red ellipses show 
the 3a relative trajectory dispersions. Figure 5.2 shows a closer view of the terminal 
phase of the approach. The results without resetting the inertial dispersions are shown 
in Figure 5.2(a). The dispersions are correctly shaped at TPI due to the downrange 
trigger, but during the last 600 meters of the trajectory the dispersions are very oddly 
shaped. Figure 5.2(b) shows the same portion of the trajectory after applying the 
resetting technique. This plot illustrates that the numerical issues associated with 
applying multiple event triggers to LinCov is resolved. 
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Figure 5.2: Additional Comparison of Trajectory Dispersions 
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The trajectory in the plots above was selected because it clearly depicts what 
can occur when the resetting technique is not utilized. The trajectory described in 
previous chapters is seen in Figure 5.3. 
Nominal Trajectory with 3r Dispersions 
°r 
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Figure 5.3: LinCov Nominal Trajectory with 3<x Trajectory Dispersions 
Figure 5.4 shows a closer view of the final phase of the rendezvous. The difference 
between the two plots is not as extreme as the previous example. However, discrepan-
cies in the trajectory dispersions still exist. These results from LinCov are compared 
to results from a Monte Carlo simulation for validation. 
The relative trajectory dispersions at each time are calculated using the portion 
of augmented covariance matrix associated with the true dispersions and Equation 
(2.88). That is, 
~Drei = HivihP augt^-lvlh- (5-1) 
The ellipses are calculated using a matrix composed of the downrange and altitude 
dispersion variances and cross-correlation terms and the (x, y) coordinates of a unit 
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of Trajectory Dispersions 
circle. The coordinates of point on a unit circle are given by the equation 
cos(0) 
sin(0) 
(5.2) 
where 0 is the angle between the x-axis and vector from the origin to the point. The 
downrange and altitude dispersion variances ( D „ and ~DZZ) and cross-correlation 
terms CDXZ and D ^ ) are written in the matrix C. 
C = 
^-'xx *-*xz 
*-*zx *-*zz 
(5.3) 
The eigenvalues (Ai,A2) and eigenvectors (e1 ;e2) of C scale and rotate the (x,y) 
coordinates of a unit circle to give points for the perimeter of the dispersion ellipse. 
Xell 
Veil 
= & e2] 
\f\[x 
\A2 y 
(5.4) 
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The ellipse is centered at the nominal downrange and altitude position. An ellipse 
is plotted for each time step in the simulation. It is important to note that the 3a 
probability has different values for different dimensions of the random vector. For ex-
ample, for a single Gaussian random variable (downrange position) a 3a value implies 
that 99.73 % of the samples will be with the 3a bounds. However, for a 2-dimensional 
random variable (downrange and altitude positions) a 3a value implies that 98.89 % 
of the samples will be contained within the 3a ellipse. Table 5.1 summarizes the 
different of probabilities for 1-dimensional, 2-dimensional, and 3-dimensional random 
vectors [67]. 
la 
2a 
3a 
1-Dimension 
0.6827 
0.9545 
0.9973 
2-Dimension 
0.3935 
0.8647 
0.9889 
3-Dimension 
0.1987 
0.7385 
0.9707 
Table 5.1: Probability of Gaussian Data Inside an N-a Ellipse 
Looking only at the nominal trajectory and trajectory dispersions does not provide a 
complete assessment as to whether LinCov yields appropriate results. An important 
test is to compare the true and onboard navigation errors. 
5.1 Linear Covariance Analysis Results 
Recall that the navigation error is the difference between the true and filter states 
and can be also written as 
e = <5x — <5x. (5.5) 
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From Equation (2.28), the augmented covariance matrix is 
P = 
x
 aug 
"SxSx *dx<5x 
" <5x<5x -T<5x(5x 
(5.6) 
Selecting only the terms corresponding to position and velocity for both vehicles 
from this covariance matrix, the standard deviation of the true navigation error in 
the inertial frame is 
crP r±navr aug^-nav ' 
where 
"•nav [ -l-mxmj • 
(5.7) 
(5.8) 
The results of Equation (5.7) are compared to standard deviation of the onboard 
navigation error, 
V Ponb-cr, &onb (5.9) 
Looking at Equation (5.5) the two navigation errors should be identical; they calculate 
the same quantity using different covariance matrices. 
The following plots compare the true and onboard navigation error. In these 
plots, each component of error is separated and maneuvers are depicted with a red 
circle. The chaser position navigation errors are seen in Figure 5.5. At 2.5 hours 
into the simulation, the uncertainties in the chaser inertial position begin to grow. 
This is when the chaser GPS measurements cease and the estimated states are no 
longer updated with absolute measurements. Each component of true chaser position 
navigation error is the same as its corresponding onboard chaser position navigation 
error component. 
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Figure 5.5: LinCov Chaser Position Navigation Error 
Figure 5.6 shows similar plots for the chaser velocity navigation errors. The true 
and onboard navigation errors are the same for both position and velocity of the 
chaser. Each component of the true navigation error again matches its partner from 
the onboard navigation error. The root sum square (RSS) navigation error is also the 
same for the true and onboard. That is, The RSS value is calculated by taking the 
3o Chaser Inertial Velocity True Navigation Error 3o Chaser Inertial Velocity Onboard Navigation Error 
Downrange Error 
Crossrange Error 
—— Altitude Errror 
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Figure 5.6: LinCov Chaser Velocity Navigation Error 
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square root of the sum of squared value of each component. 
ar 0 i 
o% + a\ (5.10) 
Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8 show that this relationship also exists for the target. 
The standard deviations of the target navigation error grow at the same 2.5 hour 
mark after a sharp decrease. The lidar sensor turns on just before the target GPS 
measurements stop. The estimates of the chaser states are more accurate than the 
estimates of the target states. As a result of the correlation between the chaser and 
target states the filter is able to use the relative measurements to capture the accuracy 
of chaser sensors causing the drop. The uncertainty grows because both vehicles' GPS 
receivers stop providing measurements and the estimated states are not updated with 
absolute measurements. 
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Figure 5.7: LinCov Target Position Navigation Error 
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Figure 5.8: LinCov Target Velocity Navigation Error 
The true and onboard relative position navigation errors are compared in Fig-
ure 5.9 and Figure 5.10 shows the comparison of relative velocity navigation errors. 
The sharp reduction in the relative navigation errors occurs at the same moment 
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Figure 5.9: LinCov Relative Position Navigation Error 
when the inertial position and velocity errors increase. The absolute sensors turn off, 
the relative sensor turns on, and the lidar measurement updates reduce the relative 
error. 
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Figure 5.10: LinCov Relative Velocity Navigation Error 
The relative position and velocity navigation error is calculated differently than the 
position and velocity navigation errors. Again looking only at position and velocity, 
the standard deviation of the true relative navigation error is 
y kllvlhklnavraugtlnavtllvlh , (5.11) 
and the onboard relative navigation error standard deviation is 
* e „ n h r e i = / r ^ H r e , p 0 „ „ H ^ T Ivlh ' (5.12) 
where 
H r e ( = [I - I ] . (5.13) 
The onboard covariance matrix is modified for use in Equation (5.12) by including 
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only position and velocity states of the chaser and target. Specifically, 
onb 
* onbcc onbcT 
^onbxc onbTT 
(5.14) 
The subscript CC represents the chaser states, subscript TT represents the target 
states, and subscripts CT and TC represent the cross-correlation terms. This sec-
tion presents the LinCov results that demonstrate that the linear covariance analysis 
simulation is giving consistent results. Before comparing to Monte Carlo simulation 
results, the Monte Carlo results are examined. 
5.2 Monte Carlo Results 
The trajectories of 1000 Monte Carlo runs are plotted with each other and the ma-
neuvers are marked with colored circles in Figure 5.11. 
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Figure 5.11: Monte Carlo Rendezvous Trajectories 
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An examination of the filter performance in the Monte Carlo simulation is a test 
similar to comparing the LinCov true and onboard navigation errors. The filter 
estimation errors are plotted against their respective 3a standard deviations derived 
from 1000 Monte Carlo runs. To determine the overall performance of the filter, the 
sample standard deviations derived from the 1000 estimation errors are computed 
using Equation (5.15) where N is the number of Monte Carlo runs. 
Si = N 
N 
N 
1  
^ E ( ^ ) 2 (5-15) 
4=1 
The sample standard deviations are compared to the la predicted standard deviations 
given by the filter. The thick red lines on the plots are the sample standard deviations 
and the thick black lines are the predicted standard deviations. In a well-tuned filter 
S should follow the la predicted standard deviation from the navigation filter for the 
entire simulation. 
For the first set of plots, the data shown includes the time from the start of the 
simulation until the relative sensor (lidar) turns on and absolute sensors (chaser and 
target GPS) turn off. After this time, the errors begin to grow rapidly. The estimated 
states are no longer updated with absolute measurements and at this point in the 
trajectory the relative position and velocity are the most important considerations. 
For all of the sensors, measurements are rejected if the measurement covariance 
W m e a s = H f c P^H^ + R , (5.16) 
is greater than twenty-five times the square of the measurement residual. This is 
equivalent to rejecting measurements if the residual is five times greater than its 
predicted standard deviations. 
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The measurement residual is found using the equation 
£ = Yk- Yk- (5.17) 
Figures (5.12) - (5.13) correspond to the inertial position and velocity navigation 
errors of the chaser vehicle. 
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Figure 5.12: Chaser Inertial Position Error and Predicted Standard Deviation 
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Figure 5.13: Chaser Inertial Velocity Error and Predicted Standard Deviation 
Nearly all of the errors are within the 3<r predicted standard deviations. The sample 
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standard deviations follow the predicted values very closely, showing the filter is 
properly tuned. 
Figures (5.14) - (5.15) correspond to the inertial position and velocity navigation 
errors of the target vehicle. The plots for the target are quite similar to those 
Time (hrs) Time (hrs) 
(a) Estimation Error (b) Sample Standard Deviation 
Figure 5.14: Target Inertial Position Error and Predicted Standard Deviation 
Time (hrs) Time (hrs) 
(a) Estimation Error (b) Sample Standard Deviation 
Figure 5.15: Target Inertial Velocity Error and Predicted Standard Deviation 
for the chaser. The magnitude of the errors are greater for the target than for the 
chaser because the initial position and velocity variances are larger and the target 
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GPS measurements are not as accurate. 
The relative navigation error is the difference between the chaser and target nav-
igation errors. That is, 
ere; = ec-et. (5.18) 
The relative position navigation error is 
ec = rc - rc , (5.19) 
et = T t - T t , (5.20) 
ere/ = ( r c - r c ) - ( r 4 - r ( ) . (5.21) 
The same relationship holds for velocity. The relative navigation error covariance 
matrix is calculated using the navigation error covariance matrix and the matrix J re/. 
Pre/ = T / Jrei PMC J re; T ^ (5.22) 
Jre i = p6x6 06x3 — 16x6 06x(p-15)j (5.23) 
where p x p is the size of the covariance matrix. The resulting 6 x 6 covariance 
matrix holds the predicted variances for relative position and velocity navigation 
errors. Figure 5.16 is the estimation error in the relative position between the chaser 
and target vehicles. The predicted standard deviations decrease approximately 2.5 
hours at different times because the lidar sensor turns on at a different time for each 
Monte Carlo run. Figure 5.17 is a view of the first plot zoomed in to show the final 
hour of the flight. During this phase, the chaser completes its glideslope approach 
and the lidar sensor provides measurements. 
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Figure 5.16: Relative Position Error and Predicted Standard Deviation 
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Figure 5.17: Zoomed Relative Position Error and Predicted Standard Deviation 
Again the sample standard deviations follow the predicted standard deviations very 
closely. Figure 5.18 is the navigation error in the relative velocity between the chaser 
and target vehicles and Figure 5.19 is a view of the first plot zoomed into the same 
region described for Figure 5.17. 
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Figure 5.18: Relative Velocity Error and Predicted Standard Deviation 
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Figure 5.19: Zoomed Relative Velocity Error and Predicted Standard Deviation 
Figure (5.17) and Figure (5.19) are of most interest. The 3a relative errors are 
less than half a meter for position and 5 millimeters per second for velocity. Although 
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it looks like both the relative position and velocity predicted and sample standard 
deviations approach zero at the end of the simulation, this behavior does not actually 
occur. The narrowing seen on the plots is a consequence of the Monte Carlo runs 
ending at different times. 
The true chaser and target attitude in Figure 5.20 and true attitude rates in 
Figure 5.21 show that the attitude controller is working. The vehicle orientations and 
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Figure 5.20: Vehicle Attitude 
angular rates start at different initial conditions but then converge to the commanded 
value. The plots for the chaser and target look similar because the commanded 
attitude for both vehicles is set to align each with the target LVLH coordinate frame. 
The commanded attitude rate is the orbital rate of the target. 
This section illustrates that the navigation filter is properly estimating the true 
states. Now that the Monte Carlo simulation has been shown to give proper results, 
the results are compared to LinCov. 
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5.3 Comparison of Results 
To validate the resetting technique for multiple event triggers, the LinCov results 
are compared to results of the Monte Carlo simulation. Comparisons of trajectory 
dispersions, navigation performance, and arrival time uncertainties are discussed. 
This section also represents a thorough comparison of LinCov results with the results 
of a medium fidelity Monte Carlo simulation. Both simulations run for approximately 
12,000 seconds and the navigation filter from the Monte Carlo simulation is a realistic 
representation of a filter that would be included as part of the flight software for an 
actual mission because it only estimates a fraction of the environment and sensor 
states. LinCov uses Consider analysis, where only the states that exist in the Monte 
Carlo navigation filter are used to update the navigation dispersions [56]. Previous 
comparisons of LinCov and Monte Carlo results only included the final phase of the 
trajectory (the R-bar approach) and the environment and navigation models used the 
same dynamics and the filters estimated all of the true states. 
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5.3.1 Trajectory Dispersions 
Figure 5.22 shows the LinCov nominal run (black line) and results of each Monte 
Carlo run (blue lines). The LinCov 3a dispersion ellipses are applied to the plot as 
well. The trajectory profile is broken down into five zoomed in views of different 
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Figure 5.22: LinCov and Monte Carlo Combined Trajectory Profile 
sections. Figure 5.23 shows the initial coelliptic phase of the trajectory. 
During this phase of flight, both vehicles are coasting. The 3a trajectory disper-
sions from LinCov bound all but three of the Monte Carlo trajectories at any point 
as expected. At the first maneuver, a downrange trigger is implemented and the 
dispersions snap vertically. The chaser targets a position to begin a second coellptic 
orbit using Lambert targeting. Figure 5.24 shows the chasers transition from the 
first to second coelliptic orbits. During the first transition phase, the majority of the 
Trajectory Profile 
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Figure 5.23: Combined Trajectory Profile - First Coelliptic 
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trajectories are within the 3cr trajectory dispersion ellipses. The four trajectories that 
exceed the bounds are not a concern because no more than three of the trajectories 
are out at any point and the trajectories return within the ellipses before the second 
maneuver occurs. Figure 5.25 shows the second coelliptic of the trajectory. Along this 
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Figure 5.25: Combined Trajectory Profile - Second Coelliptic 
coelliptic nearly all of the trajectories are contained. Again, none of these instances 
are cause for concern. The dispersions are fairly constant during this section and 
snap vertical once again at the third maneuver, where another downrange trigger is 
implemented. The third maneuver serves as the TPI maneuver, propelling the chaser 
toward the final phase of the trajectory. Figure 5.26 illustrates the phase of the tra-
jectory that sets up the chaser for the glideslope maneuvers used to move parallel to 
the relative altitude axis. The final plot of this series, Figure 5.27, shows the glides-
lope maneuvers. During the final approach phase of the trajectory, maneuvers occur 
at two minute intervals. The lidar sensor is active and returns relative measurements 
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Figure 5.26: Combined Trajectory Profile - Terminal Phase Initiation 
for range, azimuth, and elevation from the chaser to target. The dispersion ellipses 
fit the Monte Carlo trajectories well and show that LinCov can handle multiple event 
triggers. Figure 5.27 shows the glideslope approach the chaser uses to reach the target 
vehicle. 
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5.3.2 Navigation Performance 
The Monte Carlo ler predicted navigation filter standard deviations and sample stan-
dard deviations are compared to onboard standard deviations from LinCov. For the 
ensuing plots, the black lines are the 1000 predicted standard deviations from the 
Monte Carlo simulation, the red lines are the onboard predicted standard deviations 
from LinCov, and the blue lines are the sample standard deviations from the Monte 
Carlo simulation. As shown in the previous section, the predicted and sample stan-
dard deviations from the Monte Carlo simulation are very similar. This comparison 
between the onboard covariance matrix from LinCov and estimation error covariance 
matrix from the Monte Carlo simulation is important because the filters used in both 
simulations are representative of flight software that would be flown aboard the chaser 
vehicle. The filters do not estimate all of the states that exist in the environment 
model. 
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Figure 5.28 compares the standard deviations for the three components of chaser 
inertial position navigation error. The initial covariances in both simulations are 
1<i Chaser Position Onboard Navigation Error 1o Chaser Position Onboard Navigation Error 
Time (hrs) Time (hrs) 
(a) Predicted Standard Deviation (b) Sample Standard Deviation 
Figure 5.28: Comparison of Chaser Position Navigation Error 
identical and the difference seen in the starting point of these plots is a result of the 
simulation running at different time steps. The Monte Carlo simulation runs with a 
time step of one second and LinCov uses a time step of thirty seconds. This occurs 
for the majority of comparisons. 
Figure 5.29 shows the comparison for the chaser inertial velocity navigation error. 
Comparable navigation performance ensures the proper evaluation of inertial and 
relative targeting algorithms. The first maneuver is calculated using inertial Lambert 
targeting and the glideslope maneuvers use relative targeting. This comparison also 
shows that the navigation errors for both inertial and relative states are not affected 
by the resetting technique. 
Figure 5.30 shows the comparison for the target position navigation error and 
Figure 5.31 shows the comparison for the target velocity navigation error. 
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Figure 5.29: Comparison of Chaser Velocity Navigation Error 
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Figure 5.30: Comparison of Target Position Navigation Error 
1 a Target Velocity Onboard Navigation Error 1 (j Target Velocity Onboard Navigation Error 
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Figure 5.31: Comparison of Target Velocity Navigation Error 
Figure 5.32 shows the comparison for the relative position navigation error. 
1a Relative Position Onboard Navigation Error in LVLH l a Relative Position Onboard Navigation Error in LVLH 
Time (hrs) Time (hrs) 
(a) Predicted Standard Deviation (b) Sample Standard Deviation 
Figure 5.32: Comparison of Relative Position Navigation Error 
Figure 5.33 shows a zoomed view of Figure 5.32 after the lidar sensor turns on. 
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Figure 5.33: Zoomed View of Comparison of Relative Position Navigation Error 
Figure 5.34 shows the comparison for the relative velocity navigation error and 
Figure 5.35 shows a zoomed view of Figure 5.34 after the lidar sensor turns on. 
W 0.08, 
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Figure 5.34: Comparison of Relative Velocity Navigation Error 
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5.3.3 Time Dispersions 
This section addresses the time dispersions associated with executing maneuvers 
based on event triggers rather than time. Time dispersions are calculated for the 
first maneuver (Ml) where a downrange trigger is used and for the second downrange 
trigger at the third maneuver (M3). A third location, 20 meters relative altitude, 
is used to calculate the time dispersions at the end of the simulation. In Table 5.2, 
Simulation 
LinCov 
Ml 
63.0258 s 
M3 
55.0258 s 
20 m Altitude 
15.1857 s 
Table 5.2: l a LinCov Time Dispersions 
the LinCov time dispersions are calculated using Equation (2.103). This calculation 
finds the standard deviation of event times as though each trigger resets the sim-
ulation time to zero. The time dispersions from LinCov represent the uncertainty 
between two events, not between a particular event and the beginning of the simu-
lation. The Monte Carlo time dispersions are calculated from the initial simulation 
time. Figure 5.36 illustrates the difference. 
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Figure 5.36: Illustration of Time Dispersions 
The time dispersions in Table 5.2 are used to calculate the total time dispersions 
at each event. Specifically, 
at = yj*l+<rl + ... , (5.24) 
where at is the total la time dispersion, atl is the la time dispersion between the 
beginning of the simulation and event 1, and at2 is the la time dispersion between 
event 1 and event 2. A comparison of the total time dispersions from each simulation 
is shown in Table 5.3. The differences between the two simulation values are 0.0075 
seconds (0.0019 %), 0.5771 seconds (0.6850 %), and 1.15169 seconds (1.5169 %). 
These values are quite close considering the length of the trajectory is over 12,000 
seconds. 
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Simulation 
LinCov (Total) 
Monte Carlo (Total) 
ACT* 
Ml 
63.0258 s 
63.0183 s 
0.0075 s 
M3 
83.6715 s 
84.2486 s 
0.5771 s 
20 m Altitude 
85.0348 s 
86.3482 s 
1.3098 s 
Table 5.3: lex Time Dispersion Comparison 
When in LEO, approximately half a vehicle's ninety minute orbit is in the sunlight. 
One of the considerations generally taken into account when designing a rendezvous 
trajectory is for the vehicles to rendezvous when they would be illuminated by the 
sun. This allows the crew members onboard the vehicles to see what is happening 
and gauge the progress. Being able to see the target vehicle allows the crew to take 
action in case of an emergency. The analysis described in this section shows that the 
3cr time dispersions are under four and a half minutes, leaving a wide window for the 
rendezvous to take place in the sun. 
The correlation coefficient is the measure of the degree of linear correlation be-
tween two random variables [56].. It ranges from -1 to 1 and is denned as 
PXjXk 
Cov(X i,X fc 
<J
x1crxk 
(5.25) 
In this equation, Cov(Xj, Xk) is referred to as the covariance of Xj and Xk. When p is 
equal to zero the random variables are uncorrelated, absolutely positively correlated 
when p is + 1 , and absolutely negatively correlated when p is -1 . Let Y be the sum 
of n random variables 
Y = X1 + X2 + ...+Xn. (5.26) 
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The variance of Y is 
n n n 
4 = J2 a\ + J2 S PXjX^x^x,; j^k, (5.27) 
3 = 1 j=l j=l 
where axj and axk are the standard deviations of X, and X^ [31]. If there are two 
random variables X\ and X2, Equation (5.27) becomes 
°Y = °Xi + ax2 + 2px1x2crx1<Tx2- (5.28) 
If X\ and X2 are uncorrected the standard deviation of Y is 
«V = ^ + ( 4 , , (5.29) 
or the two are absolutely positively correlated 
°Y = ^aXi+a2X2+2aXl(Tx2. (5.30) 
The calculation of total time dispersions using Equation (5.24) assumes that the 
time dispersions at each event are uncorrelated. The differences between results in Ta-
ble 5.3 increase as the trajectory progresses, implying that some degree of correlation 
exists. Future work could investigate the correlation between the time dispersions at 
different events. 
Chapter 6 
Closure 
This thesis has used the methods of linear covariance analysis and Monte Carlo sim-
ulation to apply multiple event triggers to an orbital rendezvous trajectory. The 
techniques for applying a single event trigger to linear covariance analysis have been 
developed in previous works. The reshaping method has successfully accounted for a 
single event trigger, but can create numerical issues when using multiple event trig-
gers. Techniques have been presented to overcome the large inertial dispersions that 
occur when using the reshaping method alone. The resetting method retains the un-
modified relative dispersions, while resetting the inertial dispersions and preventing 
the numerical issues from skewing the analysis. 
Two downrange triggers have been used to trigger maneuvers along the trajec-
tory. After showing that LinCov and the Monte Carlo simulation have given proper 
results, the linear covariance analysis results have been validated using results from 
a Monte Carlo simulation consisting of 1000 runs. Three different comparisons have 
been addressed. The trajectory has been broken into five phases: the initial coellip-
tic, transition to the second coelliptic, the second coelliptic, initiation of the terminal 
phase, and glideslope approach. The comparison of trajectory dispersions along each 
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phase has shown that LinCov 3a trajectory dispersions successfully reflect the behav-
ior of the 1000 Monte Carlo trajectories. 
The navigation performance comparison has demonstrated that the filters provide 
nearly identical estimates of the true states and that neither the inertial navigation 
errors nor the relative navigation errors arc affected by the resetting method, as 
desired. An analysis of navigation performance at the level presented in this thesis 
had not been previously accomplished. This has included comparing the results from 
linear covariance analysis to those of a medium fidelity Monte Carlo simulation over a 
long rendezvous scenario using realistic states in the filter and using Consider analysis 
in LinCov. The length of the trajectory is nearly three and a half hours and the Monte 
Carlo navigation filter is comparable to flight software. 
The time dispersion analysis has provided the uncertainties in the times that 
events occur. The uncertainty in the time that the first event occurs is close to a 
minute and just under a minute and a half for the second event. This analysis has 
established a block of time, two minutes on either side of the nominal time, when the 
chaser reaches a relative altitude of twenty meters. 
All of the results have shown that the resetting method can be successfully im-
plemented in linear covariance analysis to account for multiple event triggers. They 
also have shown that LinCov can be used with a high level of confidence. Future 
work could examine the option of applying different types of event triggers to the 
trajectory and investigate the correlation between the time dispersions at different 
events. This investigation could focus on quantifying the correlation and finding its 
cause. 
Appendix A 
List of Maneuvers 
Table A.l and Table A.2 lists the maneuvers utilized to accomplish a rendezvous be-
tween the chaser and target. The terminal phase initiation maneuver is M3. Glides-
lope maneuvers occur every two minutes. 
Name 
Ml 
M2 
M3 
M4 
M5 
M6 
M7 
M8 
M9 
M10 
Maneuver Type 
Lambert 
Coelliptic 
Lambert 
Glideslope 
Glideslope 
Glideslope 
Glideslope 
Glideslope 
Glideslope 
Glideslope 
Table A.l: First Set of Rendezvous Trajectory Maneuvers 
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Name 
M i l 
M12 
M13 
M14 
M15 
M16 
M17 
M18 
M19 
M20 
M21 
M22 
M23 
M24 
M25 
M26 
M27 
M28 
M29 
M30 
Maneuver Type 
Glideslope 
Glideslope 
Glideslope 
Glideslope 
Glideslope 
Glideslope 
Glideslope 
Glideslope 
Glideslope 
Glideslope 
Glideslope 
Glideslope 
Glideslope 
Glideslope 
Glideslope 
Glideslope 
Glideslope 
Glideslope 
Glideslope 
Glideslope 
Table A.2: Second Set of Rendezvous Trajectory Maneuvers 
Appendix B 
Navigation Filter Partial 
Derivatives 
Partial derivatives used in the state dynamics partial derivative matrix and measure-
ment sensitivity matrix are below. 
B. l State Dynamics Partial Derivatives 
Matrix G is the partial derivative of the velocity dynamics with respect to the vehicle 
position. The radius of the Earth (i?e), the gravitational parameter (/n) and coeffi-
cients J2, J3, and J4 are used for both the chaser and target, r is the the position 
vector of the vehicle. The components of position vector (rx, ry, rz) and its magnitude 
(r) correspond to either the chaser or target position vector. 
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Aj0 + Aj2 + Aj3 + Aj4 
-fjlrl 
12fj,J2d2 . _ . . T 3uJ2d2 , r T ^ , T T . 
— (.5/iUr + s ^ u j u ; — (-55^I r 3 + .5/ iI r 2 + I r4) 
2.5fjJsd3 T .5yJ3d3 
3 (5 / 2 U r - / iU z ) Ur (5/4Ir3 + 5/2Ir2 + SOS^I^) 
48/^J4d4 r 1.6/iJ4d4 / o r o 3T D^ X jT
 3 (3/3u r + 4/2u z) u ; ^ ( 2 5 2 4 ^ 3 " 84s^Ir3) 
+ V (3/3lr2 + 4/4Ir4) 
above are formed using the quantities below. 
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r 
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/ 3 
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= 
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Ir2uruf 
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B.2 Measurement Sensitivity Partial Derivatives 
The partials below are required for the measurement sensitivity matrices discussed in 
Section 4.2.3. The partials for the star tracker from Equation (4.29): 
?m -
 TW) 
dfl(qf) _
 T 
ohst 
The partials for the chaser GPS from Equation (4.30): 
drc 
drc 
dvc 
dh 
9PSr dvc 
dh 
= 13x3 
= 13x3 
= 13x3 
= 13x3 
The partials for the target GPS from Equation (4.31): 
dit 
drt 
dvt 
dvt 
dft 
UOtgpSr 
d^tgps,, 
— 13x3 
= 13x3 
=
 A3x3 
= 13x3 
The partials for the lidar from Equation (4.32): 
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